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will meet at /3 a.in Friday in the Jesse
Stuart Room on the second floor of
Pogue Library. and ('urns will give
the report 01 the chair prior to the first
ol.
t
'JAW('
Murray State nisersity
committee meeting at X Mi. ('urns
Regents Chairman Dr. Constantine released the following statement
W.('urns will ask the board Friday to through MSC's print media office
re-vote on extending the contract for Wednesda afternoon "In the days
President Dr. Randy Dunn. ('urns following the March 15 meeting
when the hoard of regents voted not
said Wednesday.
According to the agenda. the hoard to extend the president's contract
By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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painting of the U.S. Secretary of Commerce for the
Washington D.C. Headquarters of the U.S. Department of
Commerce

Thomas completes portrait
of Secretary of Commerce
Special to the Ledger
entucky artist Joy Thomas was selected to paint the official portrait of John E. Bryson. the 37th United States
Secretary of Commerce. She recently completed the
painting for the permanent archives of the Herbert C. Hoover
Building. the 'Washington. D.C.. Headquarters of the United
States Department of Commerce.
Prior to his appointment to the Presidential Cabinet by Barack
°barna. John Bryson served as the director of The Walt Disney
Company, The Boeing Company and the W.M. Keck
Foundation. He also served as CEO and president of Edison
'International, chairman of the California State Water Resources
Control Board, and president of the California Public Utilitics
Commission. He serves or has served on a number of educational. environmental and other nonprofit boards, including chairman of the California Business Roundtable.-a trustee of Stanford
University. trustee of California Institute of Technology. cochairman of the Pacific Council on International Policy, and
chairman of the Public Policy Institute of California.
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WEATHER

60s

TOMORROW

60s

Daly F-orecast
The National Weather

Service

Thursday: Partly sunny
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms A
high near 77 South southwest
wind 3 to 6 mph
Thursday Night: A chance

Murray
Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

0

of showers and thunderstorms
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 61 South wind around
6 mph
Friday: Mostly cloudy with a
chance of showers and thunderstorms A high near 76
Southwest wind 6 to 8 mph
Friday Night: A chance of
Showers and thunderstorms
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 61 Southwest wind
around 5 mph becoming calm
in the evening
Saturday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms
Partly sunny, with a high near
74 West northwest wind 3 to 6
mph
Saturday Night: A slight
chance of showers Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 52
North wind around 6 mph
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THE BIG SENDOFF: Outgoing Murray State University Provost and Vice President for
Academic Affairs Bonnie Higginson addresses the large throng (including MSU President
Dr Randy Dunn. background) of well wishers and colleagues that came to her retirement
reception Wednesday afternoon at Pogue Library Higginson !Paves MSU, having served 33
years on the campus, the last three as provost

Sheriff Marcum: Public provides first
line of sight for abduction cases
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Just because there are no current abduction cases on the books for Calloway
County Sheriff Bill Marcum does not mean

NI See Page 3A

his department is not involved in pursuing
others from elsewhere.
In the wake of what happened this week in
Cleveland. Ohio — where three women, all
abducted 10 or more years ago. were safely
rescued from their alleged captor —

Marcum sail this is a reminder not only to
his deputies. but the public in general to
always have ears and eyes open.
"We tell that to our Neighborhood Watch
groups because they have the hoots on the
ground for what happens in those areas. We
always tell that to our school bus drivers
because they are our eyes and ears for what
happens to their kids and see them early in
II

See Page 2A

Life House
Baby Bottle
campaign set
By EDWARD MARLOWE
Staff Writer
Neatly taped to the side of a
baby bottle is a small reminder
from the Life House Care
Center in Murray.
Pray that this child would:
• Come to know Jesus at an
early age.
• Grow to be a person after
God's own heart.
• Fulfill God's purpose for
their life.
Please prayfor Alexander.
"Alexander is the name of a
child we have served, either
currently or in the past through
our many services and ministry." said Stephanie Kelly,
executive director of Life
House, as the facility is once

EDWARD MARLOWE !Ledger & Times

Alpha Sigma Phi fraIN MEMORY: To honor of fallen brother Clayton Law, the men of the
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quad
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The t'alloway County Public
Library Board of Trustees discussed its upcoming strategic
planning session and the 2013-14
budget at its monthly meeting
Wednesday.
Discussing the draft budget,
Library Director Mignon was
asked about a request to purchase
about 20 security cameras.
Pittman said she was recommending that cameras he
installed inside and outside in
case of any incidents involving
patrons. She said such incident have occurred before and hiRe
resulted in people being asked to
leave. She said the quote she
received was an estimate of
$12,000
Trustee Rick Lamkin, who is

Citizens' Army: Always on the alert
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
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beyond as June MI. 2014. expkation,
questions have arisen js to whether
that decision was hastily or improperly consideted
"In order to reintorce the hoard's
responsibility to ad with integrity
and in as open and transparent a manner as personnel issues permit. I am

Library Board
talks budget,
strategic plan
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•Thomas; portrait...
From Front

its. ludiiig Admiral Noma, H

John Bryson joined the
Woodrow Wilson International
Center for Scholars .1t.
Distinguished Senior Public
Policy Scholar in October of
2012
Thomas is an au aid ss inning
:Artist and author. residing III
Murray She has painted other
Washington D(
officials

Collms as COM1111.114.1111 of the
U.S Coast Guard. Richard
Danzig as Secretary of the U.S
Navy tor the Pentagon and
Wendell Ford as Senate
Majority Whip In 24112 she
completed the official portrait of
Kentuk ky Governor Steve
Bestir:sr
_fur more information visit
www.portraruirtist corruthotruis
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It you are a NEWCOMER
to Murray/Calloway Co
Call SYLVIA SANERT
AT (270) 227-5456
OR 759-9216

COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE
FOR A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our businesses and
professional people Its their way of saying, We are glad you
hayed moved to Murray-Calloway County.-

We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

We Love Moms!
9 oz. Ribeye
Steak Dinner
with Soup, Salad
and Dessert Bar

Only $ 1 2.99
Happy Mother's Day from The Carvers

SoligaflgE
11.1-Air Canter • Murray • 753-0440

II Life House; bottles...

▪ MSU; Dunn contract...

playpen set up near
the entrance of the church filled
again kicking off the "Baby with bottles and have someone
Bottle Campaign" for 2013
standby it' help families choose
Starting this Mother's Day J bottle
(May 121 and finishing up on
• Decorate your church with
Father's Day (June 16). nearly pink And blue ribbons to serve
SO churches will he trying to fill as reminders for the campaign
almost 4010 bottles with kxwe
• Haw senior members bring
change. checks and crumpled baby pictures of their children to
hills all in the name of Life display and make sure they are
House
numbered Try to guess who the
In 2012. the campaign raised babies WV Mt%
more than S25.000 to help fund
• Introduce a baby dedication
the innumerable faculties pro- day on Mother's Day.
vided for expecting mothers,
-The most important pan is to
infants and even post-abortion just he creative and have fun
moms who sometimes need with it," she said. "Get the
grief and guilt counseling fol- whole family involved."
Kelly said a few bottles still
lowing the event.
With last year being so suc- remain for any churches and
cessful. Kelly said she has had organizations requiring a shipto ante up and buy another ment.
1,000 bottles for this year. as the
Furthermore. Kelly said
demand has driven expectations groups do not need to worry
to high levels for this year.
about counting the change
"This is just such a fun and unless they want to - volunteers
easy way to get a whole family for Life House and employees
involved in God's work, and it of Heritage Bank work hard to
is a great way to support the roll and count the change folongoing ministry of Life lowing completion of the
House," Kelly said."This is our fundraiser.
"It takes a lot of folks to keep
biggest. most supported camthis ministry going.- she said.
paign of the year."
Kelly offered some helpful "By doing the baby bottles, peoideas on how to display bottles ple make a big difference in the
and generate interest within the life of a born and unborn child."
For more information, contact
church:
• Place an announcement in Life House at 753-0700. by
the church bulletin or make an email at lifehouse@murrayannouncement in class or ky.net or stop by their downtown location at 602 Poplar St.
church.
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the hoard at its Ma) Ill
meeting to vote Janess on the
question of extending the president's contract beyond its e%NA'
lion date
The hoard has faced a great
deal of scrutinty from faculty.
staff. cormnunity members and
alumni since wiing 7-4 on
March IS to not MAC% Dunn•s
contract. Much of the controversy stemmed from a social gathering that Cums said took place the
evening before the vote at -a
regent's home in Murray ('urns
had stated that university business was discussed. but that no
hoard members said how they
planned to sole on the contract.
Jim
attorney
Lexington
Deckard filed an open meetings
complaint with the university in .
connection with the social gathering. and a response from
asking

rI he right "4111F

•Marcum; alert...

Committee will meet at 930
a.m and the Institutional
Advancement Committee will
meet at 10:30 am
The full board will reconvene at 11 a.m for a closed
session to discuss the possible appointment discipline or
dismissal of an individual
employee member or student. The board is scheduled
to break for lunch at noon
and reconvene at 12.45 p.m.
• To report a Town Crier
item call 753-1916

for your
needs...
service you deserve.
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instal Septic Tanks, Build Driveways & Excavate
2315 Hopkins Rd.• Almo, KY

753-9899
Pick-Up or Delivery
Available

Hours Mon -Fri 7am-4pm
Now Accepting

°edit/Debit Canis
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AMERICA MUMS ON DUNKIN'

•

the day and pretty much as they go
home for the night.- Marcum said.
"Mail carriers, truck route carrier
guys, they all have a role in keeping an eye on what's happening."
The Associated Press said the
Cleveland case reached its climax
Monday when a neighbor heard
screaming from a woman from
inside the house next door to his.
The woman, later identified as
Amanda Berry. then pleaded with
the neighbor for help and to call
police.
Eventually, another neighbor
appeared and instructed Berry on
how to kick out the screen at the
bottom of a door to enable her
escape. The other two women and
a 6-year-old child were later rescued by police.
While no cases are ongoing for
he Calloway office currently.
Marcum said the department does
pay close attention to other cases.
One of those involves the suspected abduction of a nursing student
from Parsons, Tenn., Holly Bobo,
who was 20 when she disappeared

Any size
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From Front

Would you like to
advertise in this section?
Contact us today
to get started...

300 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY

Call 270-753-1916
or email

270-761-DUNK
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-Because We Care"

• Fuel Injection Service
• Power Steering Rush
• Engine Repair/Replacement
• Tire Rotation
• Tune Up - Betts & Hoses
• Transmission Service
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DO]

science

111(10SETMAIU OF MURRAY
i ITIURRRY
fl
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Lifetime Warranty
COMPLETE RUM ORE
Complete
• ON Clump, Full Service
•A/C Service
• Brake Service
•Coolant Rush
•Diagnostics
•Bigine Oil Rush

two years ago.
Bobo's is one of the most highly.
publicized cases of suspected
abduction in the country. and with
Parsons being just two hours south
of Murray in Decatur County. there
is always a chance that the case
could drift into Calloway territory.
Marcum.in fact, said he recently'
was talking to 'Henry County
ITenn.) Sheriff Monty Belew about
that case,just days after Tennessee
Bureau of Investigations officers
had discussed the case with Belew.
This was at about the same time
items, believed to be belongings of
Bobo. were discovered in woods
near her home. It later was determined that those items did not
belong to her, however the case has
gotten Marcum's attention.
"If they have similar activity
develop with that case again, we
will probably take our dog down
there and get involved that way.
he said. "In a case like that, you
need as much manpower and
equipment as you can have, so
we'll be glad to help in whateYer
way we can."

Take an
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Break
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Special

Town Crier
NOTICE
State
• The
Murray
University Board of Regents
will meet for its quarterly
meeting at 8 a.m. Friday in
the Jesse Stuart Room on
the second floor of Pogue
Library. Dr. Constantine W.
Curns will give the report of
the chair prior to the first
committee meeting at 830
a.m.
Affairs
Academic
The
Committee will meet at 8:30
and
Audit
the
a.m.;
Compliance Committee will
meet at 9 a.m.; the Finance

,s1SI • general .ounsel.
Rail. stated that the gathering had
lug broken the 14% Another open
meetings ...implaint v. as Wed by
MSU lauliy member Ann lieti
Deckmd appealed his coni
plaint its Kentucky Attorney
General Jack Conway. and
Conway office issued an opm
ion finding that MSI.J•ii board had
violated iwo pans of the Open
Meetings Act. The opinion stated
that the board violated KRS
61.)1101 II when a quorum oi
members discussed public busi
ness during a meeting at J
regent's home, for which propel
public notice was not provided
The opinion said the hoard also
violated KRS 61.835 because it
faded to record the minutes ut
that meeting.
Opinions from the attorney
general do not have the force ot
law, and can he appealed to thc
circuit court.
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Holmes, Baron represent
only U.S. high school
lir SHERRY PUNDOM
MiS0 Put*. iniortriatiof,

Calaway County photo
The Calloway County Middle School team poses in front of
the White House Students also visited the Smithsonian
Institution arid the National Archives From left are Marshall
I hompson Jozit Mikulcik. Michael Okuda. Claire Umstead.
and Chaim, y Roberts

Calloway, Gatton succeed at
DOE National Science Bowl
Special to the Ledger
Callow ay County Middle
St:hint! al klurray finished se% enth in engineering design for its
lithium ion battery -powered car
at the Department of Energy's
2103 National Science Bow I.
held April 25-29 in Washington.
D.C. Bow ling Green-based
Galion Academy of Mathematics
and Science won its division team
challenge against nine other high
schools
The two schools competed at
the nationals after winning their
Kentucky
West
respectise
Regional Science Bowl competiKentucky
West
tions at
Community & Technical College
in Paducah in February. Calloway
Middle School advanced to the
National Science Bowl for the
second straight year.
Calloway's hard work on the
car included writing essays: compiling daily work logs, design
schematics, and a tools and components list: and providing an
()veg.!!l perspective offwhat the
team learned during the process.
coach Scott Pile said.
"We were hoping to get the top
six like last year so we could be
on the stage. hut we gave it our
best effort," Pile said. "Our car
performed very well against the
competition as it traveled the
track in only 10 seconds."
With more than 69 high- school
and 46 middle school teams, the
DOE National Science Bowl is
the largest and most prestigious
science competition of its type.

Teams participate in fast-paced.
Jeopardy-style academic matches
answering science. energy. and
math questions.
Pile said his students competed
very well in quick recall, beating
teams from New York and
Oklahoma. Calloway lost to the
division winner on the last question of the match.
"It was a wonderful trip for the
kids as they got to compete
against the brightest young minds
in the nation,- Pile said. "I love
when our students realize they
can compete with anyone."
Gatton received a $5(X) check
for winning the division team
challenge, testing a team's ability
to do a science project the same
way science and engineers would.
Gallon estimated the number of
threads in a bed sheet, using
lasers and with only minimum
information necessary to complete the task, coach Chad
Phillips said.
"The division team challenge
also stressed the importance of
collaborative research, as the students work with their teammates
to quickly solve the challenge."
Phillips said. "The Gatton
Academy benefitted from the
team members' unique academic
backgrounds."
Gatton team members enjoyed
meeting and competing against
students from across the country,
he said. "All of the students
walked away from the competition with a stronger passion for
science.-

MSU students protest McConnell

ink
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president for communications.
Staff Report
A group of about mo dozen in an email. "This practice is as
Murray State University stu- old as time, and Senator
dents organized on campus McConnell is a national figure
Tuesday to protest U.S. Senator and has most recently made hisMitch McConnell's planned tory in our state with the most
speech at this year's spring com- votes ever received by a
mencement ceremony. accord- Kentuckian in a statewide race.
ing to published reports.
Our students certainly have the
McConnell will speak at the
right to protest; however, we
commencement,which is schedwant to remind everyone that
uled to begin at 10 a.m.
day is about the 1.248 gradthis
Saturday in the CFSB Center.
and their families, who
uates
"finis ersity commencements
celebrating a very imporbe
will
politihost
country
across the
cians for the keynote address tant milestone in their lives. Our
and Murray State is no differ- commencement exercise is
ent." said Catherine Sivills, vice about honoring them."
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KSP reports Murrayan injured after chase
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Staff Report
Kentucky State Police say a
Murray man received injuries after
leading them on a short chase
Tuesday evening in Graves County.
According to the KSP. Trooper
Trevor Pervine was traveling south
on U.S. 45 near Mayfield when he
attempted to make a traffic stop to a
motorcycle, reported traveling
south at a high rate of speed. The
KSP alleges when Pervine activated emergency lighting of his cruiser, the motorcycle operator accelerated in an attempt to elude him.
KSP said the motorcycle traveled
over the crest of a hill and the
motorcycle's operator lost control
and exited on the left side of the
highway. near the intersection of
Treeland Drive. The motorcycle
traveled a shot distance before

impacting a culvert, causing the
operator to be thrown several feet
and receive injuries.
According to the KSP,the motorcycle operator. identified as Jake
Wrye, 20, of Murray, was taken to
Jackson Purchase Medical Center
by ambulance, then airlifted to
Vanderbilt University Hospital in
Nashville, Tenn.
KSP says Wrye was cited to court
for driving under the influence,
speeding, reckless driving, possessing no vehicle insurance,disregarding a traffic light, trafficking in a
controlled substance (methamphetamine), trafficking in a controlled
substance (unspecified), possession
of drug paraphernalia and
fleeing/evading police 1st degree.
Individuals facing charges are
innocent until proven guilty.

Murray High School iunims
liolmes and Jacob BARKS, ilavie been Fir rse
as the 2013 MHS United Spike SJusil
recipsents These two will reptesent the
III J !W.%
U.S high school for the I I lb
at the International Space S,h,..1. a ist,i
week space academic karning iIiitlAiiSe 111
tiouston's Bay area Affiliated with NASA'.
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center. United
Space School invites one U.S. high st.tund
along with approximately 34 students from
Ill other countries to participate each summer. Holmes and Baron will join students
from countries that included Canada.
Mexico. Chile, Bolivia. South Africa.
Namibia, Italy. France, Germany. England.
Russia and India representatives.
To apply Holmes and Baron completed a
Manned Mission to Mars application and
assignment through Murray High School.
An MHS panel comprised of former space
camp members and MHS faculty members
make the final decision. -We look at many.
factors in addition to the planned lesson
they are required to complete as their application process. Problem solving, attendance
and behavior and people skills are main factors that are also reviewed when making the
final decision." Teresa Speed. MHS principal. said. "This opportunity presents a gateway into future NASA job opportunities
with all the participants."
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Holmes and Barron pin 44hri past !VMS
ipients that iiw lode Alex CAME'S And
Stephen On (2111:.'t ki,ngan liusissi and
I 21/11i
(
Nakamura
kunti
Cos ingistit and Hobert (.1p1411111 20101
Win ',igloo wasp t Able it, attend arkr [An
Holmes Attended iii her phases. Chloe
Cluistin
taininerei And Paul Gong
Gong And Nathan %Awn,
Williams and Brasile, Cobb 120070. Swab
KuykendAll And Luke Ackh (201061. Laura
Harris and Austin( alter (200Si,Jonattial,
RAJ and RA.. hArl Willijiti,. 21114i. and ks 41.
Cobh and Haley Han 21$i ti
While there, the paini‘ pants dads j ti%
lies iliStike working With cisil and stnhir.k
It Of
4ril.)N1)414:e
professionals Its pros dc
[weds based instriwiton in topu.. dr% alit is,
designing a 'Manned Missiou is, Mat sassignment DR ided tin him team,
toltired unit.ntis is
team designated hy
responsible for a specilit: and iniegidicd
portion of the Mission while am-titling (be
school.
Robert Alexander, a shuttle robotics engineer with MacDonald Dohs der and
Associates and ISS board member, assists
the ISS board of directors with a panel of
'distinguished aerospace professionals by
serving as an advisor in strategically locating the schools represented at ISS.
Alexander, the grandson of the late Dr. Max
and Kay Carman. said Murray High School
was first invited II years ago when
Murray's diversity, along with their science
and math test rankings. helped in being chosen as the U.S. representative. "Murray's
location, little exposure and a diverse community, were among the criteria that aided
in the decisive factor." he said. "The fact
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Victoria Holmes and Jacob Baran

that the school system had won numerous
awards and applause for achievement was
also a main factor that was appealing to our
United States high school representative
Teresa Speed. MS principal, said these
students are to he contmended for this outstanding Accomplishment "To send our students to this national stellar program for
elesen years in a MSS is such AU attribute to
our students and their hard work.- she said.
"I'm very proud of Victoria and Jacob."

PLEASE SUPPORT THE

OF MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY

-If STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones hid.Asg.-15.09711+41.01
91.11+ 1.08
Air Products
.463.91 + 5.26
Apple
47.80 + 0.2S
AT&T.Inc
;1.48 + 020
FIB&T
12.98 + 0.08
Bank of America
.22.97 + 0.20
Briggs &Stratton
19.65 • 038
Bristol !Myers Squibb
90.20 + 0.41
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 12339 + 035
.26.41 + 035
Yahoo
19.03+ 0.40
Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil .......... 91.78 + 0.63
1412 + 0.03
Ford Motor Co.
23.01 + 033
'General Electric
C0-.81 + 0.13
Glaxo Smith Kline
.258.81 + 1.08
Amazon
Good”.ar lire & Rubber ....13.05 • 0.01

Pritcs as of(lost of
MI Ma v 8. 21113

business

10.85 +0.05
HopFed Banc*
.204.62 + 1.94
IBM
.14.26+0.12
Intel
14.71 - 0.28
Kroger
46.27 +038
Mattel
100.95. 134
111cDonalds
.45.00- 017
Merck
• 0.18
...............
Microsoft
17.61+112
J.C. Penney
.83.19 - 0.15
Pepsico. Inc.
.28.70.0.09
Pfizer.Inc.
.8.80 + 0.07
Regions Financial
0.16
52.59+
Sears Railing Corp
61.12 - 0.40
Time Harner
1131 + 0.16
S Bancorp
74.91 + 0.20
1IellPoint. Inc
78.16 - 0.20
‘%al-Nlart

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants 1140:
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800-444-1854
Hours' 800 am -5:00 p.m. M-F
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Beginning Saturday, May 18th
Downtown Court Square
Every Saturday, 7:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
May - October
For more information, call Murray Main Street. 759-9474.

From Front
an attorney, said public agencies
like libraries are typically scrutinized more than most places,so it
would be helpful to have security
footage to review in case a disruptive incident occurs. Trustee
Teresa Betts said she thought that
would be fine as long as they

made it clear to the public that
library employees were not constantly watching the camera monitors.
The board also discussed its
upcoming all-day strategic planning session, which the board will
have in a special-called meeting
on June 22.
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Murray Group Home to hold car wash II

Murray Group Haunt iIl ha%c J 41 \144.12 aiuidaNelol
from 10 am 141 p.m in the parking lot 01 %.ulte Heating and Ali
on the corner ofFourth and Sycamore streets All money raised will
go to the Murray Group Home Girls Activ sty Fund

cemetery upkeep
Donations needed for dosirtions
tot the upkeep of the

1 he liatel t'enirtery 114in need of
cemetery Persons ov.iiing lots 01 •4 %oh 1411111k butted in Hazel Are
sera 1,, Pais Bramlett. PI)
asked to contribute Doriaii.ais
42044
Ky
8.
Box

ALS support group to meet support group meet-

1 he Amyotrophit. Lateral Sclerosis (ALS)
mg for May will he held Thursday. May 9. at 6 p.m at the Center
for Health and Wellness Courtney Kuzma ith TONI will he the
Mitzi Cathey at 293-1748
guest speaker For more information

GloryBound to meet

Glory Bound will meet Friday. May 10. from 7-9 p.m. at the
Goshen Family Fellowship Center in Stella. Ky. Special musical
guests will be Ken Glass and The Liberty Boys. For more information contact Renee Taylor at (27(1) 753-8124 or Pat Lea at (270i
761-2666.

Community breakfast to be held

Kirksey United Methodist Church will host its free monthly.
community breakfast Saturday, May II. from 8-I()a.m. The breakfast menu includes eggs. bacon, sausage and biscuits. The event is
open to the public. The church is located at 3691 Hwy. 299.
Kirksey.. next to the county ballpark.

Public hearing to be held

Mr.and Mrs.Johnny L. Keeling in 1948
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L. Keeling. of
Benton. will celebrate their 65th wedding
anniversary with a reception Sunday. May
19. 2013. from 2-3:30 p.m. at New Zion
Church. 2796
Baptist
Missionary
Wadesboro Road South, Benton.
All friends and relatives are invited to
attend. The couple requests no gifts.
Mr. Keeling and the former Wanda Jones

Mr.and Mrs.Johnny L. Keeling in 2013

were married on May 29. 1948. at the
Methodist parsonage in Benton, with the
Rev. Harry Eugene Williams officiating.
Their attendants were Robert Rowland and
Dorothy Vinson.
Mrs. Keeling is the daughter of the late
Hervy and Attie Henson Jones. Mr. Keeling
is the son of the late Arval and Ilona Fowler
Keeling. He is retired from Air Products in

Calvert City.
They are the parents of four children:
Margaret Ann Keeling (deceased): Sharon
GosSum. of Benton; Kathy Adams. of
Dexter: and Johnny Keith Keeling. of Almo.
They have seven grandchildren and five
great-grandchildren.

Calloway County 4-H announces events
Calloway County 4-H The Teen Conference will be discussed
The 4-H Dog Club, the Millennium Mutts
announces the followDog Club will meet on Thursdays from 6ing upcoming events.
Geology and Geo- 7:30 p.m. at the Dog Park, weather permitcaching Club will meet ting, to work on dog obedience and dog
at the Extension Office agility skills with youth and dogs. Bobbi
on Thursday. May 9, Kelso is the leader.
The Shotgun Team will meet on
from 3:30-4:45 p.m. All
••o.
interested youth are Thursdays. May 9, 16.23 and 30 at 6 p.m. at
I 1 ,411.
encouraged to attend. the Jackson Purchase Gun Club.
Extension Dr. Durwood Beatty is The 4-H Robotics Team MCRT 3843 will
have a celebration potluck at the Maxwell
the leader.
Notes
The 4-H Teen home May II at I p.m. All team members
By Ginny Harper
Club will meet May 9 at and their families are encouraged to attend.
Calloway
p.m. at Tractor Contact Jeff Slaton or see the team website
6
Agent
County
for 4-H/Youth 'Supply. All teens are for details. The team will present the robot
encouraged to attend. at Tractor Supply on May 10 from 4-6 p.m.
Development

Edwards receives scholarship
Special to the Ledger
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. —
of
WKU's Department
and
Architectural
Manufacturing Sciences has
awarded a scholarship to Jeffry
Edwards for the 2013-14 academic year.
Edwards, an architectural sci•

Calloway County Schools will hold a public hearing to listen to
comments about the district's facilities plan. The public hearing will
be part of the regular scheduled May board meeting. The public
hearing will be at 6 p.m. on Thursday. May 9. at the Calloway
County Schools Central Office Board of Education Meeting Room.
Anyone interested is invited to attend.

P.E.O.sisterhood to meet

The Philanthropic Educational Organization (P.E.O. sisterhood)
will meet on Saturday. May II. at 10 a.m. at the home of Terri
Bryan. Hostesses are Terry Bryan and Jean Cooper. Members will
discuss the upcoming P.E.O. State Convention in Louisville on
May 18-19th.

DAR to hold open meeting

The Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the
The team will also present the robot to the American Revolution will meet Saturday. May II. at the Calloway
Rotary Club on May 9 at their meeting at County Library on Main Street. The meeting will begin at 2 p.m.
and will feature guest speaker Dr. Gary Morris. who is retired from
Pagliai's.
The Cooking Club will meet on May 10 the United States Navy. The event is open to the public, and all
from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at Westside 'Baptist interested persons are invited to attend. Hostesses will be Laura
Church. Call Michelle Smart at 759-0915 or Pitman and Marion O'Rouke.
text(859)967-6987. Amy Stewart and Lisa
Hill family reunion to be held
Lamb are also leaders.
A family reunion for the descendants of Audry and Autumn Hill
4-H Camp is July 9-12 in Dawson Springs.
Scholarship forms and initial registration will be held Saturday. May 1 1. at 12 p.m. at the Dexter Community
Chicken and rolls
forms are due May 10 to the Extension Center in Dexter, Ky. Bring a side dish and drink.
call Melissa
RSVP
to
and
information
more
For
Office. The total cost is $180. which can be will be provided.
293-0625
(270)
at
Hill
Phyllis
or
703-3431
(270)
at
Wallace
(Hill)
broken into three payments of $60. The 4-H
753-8965.
(270)
or
of
World
Camp theme is "It Is A Wonderful
4-H Camp." Limited scholarships are availFish fry to be held
able. Registration forms will be accepted
Dexter Baptist Church is holding its annual community fish fry'
not.
will
past May 10. but scholarship forms
Saturday. May II. beginning at 4 p.m. in the Activity Center, located at 76 Church St.. Dexter. Ky. The community is invited to attend
the free event.

WATCH needs aluminum cans

ence major and music minor
from Murray. has been awarded
the Ryan Associated Architects
Scholarship. Edwards, whose
parents ate Jeff Edwards and
Jamie Edwards, is a member of
the Big Red Marching Band and
WKU's Habitat for Humanity
campus chapter.

WATCH Center at 702 Main St.. Murray. needs aluminum cans
for an on-going fundraising project. Peggy Williams. director, said.
"These may be taken to the center during regular hours or persons
may drive through the driveway on the west side of the center and
place them in the cotton wagon there anytime day or night."

CCMS orientation to be held
Calloway County Middle School will host Middle School
Orientation on Thursday. May 9.at 6:30 p.m.The event will be held
at CCMS and will include a group meeting for parents and students.
school tours and information about clubs, sports and activities.
Refreshments will be provided. All current Calloway 5th graders
and any students'who will be attending CCMS for the first time in
the fall are invited to attend. For more information contact school
counselor Beth Brockman at 762-7355. ext. 142 or email
beth.hrockman@calloway.kyschools.us.

Colt tivelinks
The hottest place to meet
the coolest people

Photo provided
DNA,fingerprinting ID services offered
ECA SENIOR TRIP: The Eastwood Christian Academy sen- , Woodmen of the World Lodges 138 and 592 offer free DNA/fintrip
senior
ior class met Kentucky Sen. Rand Paul during their
gerprinting ID services for children May 9 at 5:30 p.m. at the WOW
to Washington, D.C. Pictured, from left, are Dave Reifel, West KY Youth Camp and Resort, 93 Schwartz Road. Murray. A
Tammy Reifel, Thomas Shelburn, Sen. Rand Paul, Lucas free family picnic will be held concurrently.
Jones and Seth Frederick.

Al1
Enix
Watches
112
Price!
Makes
:I Great
Gift!

There is nothing more
special than a Mother.
Show her how special with a giftfrom...

III

11,74E

MOTHER'S DAYLUNCH
Sunday, May 12•11 am-4 pm
SPECIALS,Green Beans
Casserole e
Hashbrown
Blackberry Pork,
Quiche
Turkey
Tomato
Sundries!
Gtliftrnia Chicken Salad
Chocolate Chip Cheesecake

00d Sill'Happimals"
7

107 S. 4th Street
Murray
270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
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Ross and Prohm
Pat and Molly Macmore Ross. of Dexter. announce the engagement and upcoming wedding of their daughter. Katie Ross to Steve
Wolin). son of Ron and Kathy Prohm. of Leland. N.C.
Miss Ross is the granddaughter of Ralph McLemore and the late
Robert and Nancy Lilly. Williamson. all of Benton. and the late
Robert and Frances Ross. of Dexter.
Mr. Prohm is the grandson of the late Joseph and Marianne Cass
and the late Leonard and Susan Prohm. all of Chicago. III.
The bride-elect is a 2008 graduate of Murray State I 1111 crsity She
Is employed by the Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom-elect is a 1997 graduate of the UniYersity of Alabama
and is employed hy Murray State Vniversity Athletics
The wedding will take place at 3 p.m.. Saturday. June 1 . 2013. at
St. Thomas More Catholic Church in Paducah. All ins nations are
being sent.

to Moe Lador
the Murray Middle
jar, hand ad!
Jazz in the
Park on Saturday . May lI.aiihe
&OW!.
in MUff.1
CA114,14j COUnt Celliii.11 Park
In the nem ikl rein. the lobos al
ill m.'se 10 the Murrav Middle
School auditorium
- The Muria) Middle School
jazz hand w ill perform Ai 12
p m and at
IS p m Other
schools participating are Murray
High School. Graves County
.High School. Graves County
Middle School and Paducah
Middle School
Captain Fredd.v and the River
a jazz combo from the
Paducah area. v.ill perform at 4
p.m. This year's headliners. the
Nashville Jazz Orchestra. ismll
perform at 6.31) p.m.
The event also includes a
street fair w ith games. inflatable% and food. located across
from the amphitheatre. Any
community groups wishing to
set up in the street fair may contact Beth Stribling at heih.strihltngt murray .ky schools.us or
753-51 15.

Special to the Ledger

In honor of her business
achievements. Anita . Kav
Cunningham of Murray has
earned the use
of the exclusive Mary Kay
pink Cadillac.
an iconic symbol of success
and the most
coveted incentive awarded
by Mary Kay.
Cunningham
The
new
Cadillac comes in pearlized
world. The society is pleased pink, a
color unique to the Mars
that its ,contributions have
Kay Career Car Program.
helped "the best in businessMary Kay Inc. continues to
reach.their academic and profes- upgrade
the options available to
sional goals.
star performers in the independMembership in Beta Gamma ent sales force.
Cunningham
Sigma is the highest recognition has chosen the
2013 Cadillac
a business student an where in SRX. Currently.. 7.200 Mary
the world can receive in a bac- Kay independent
sales force
calaureate or post-baccalaureate members
have qualified for
program at a school accredited career cars.
with more than
by AACSB International 1 the
1.200 of those being pink
Association
to
Advance Cadilacs. Since the program's
Collegiate Schools of Business.
inception in 1969. nearlY
To be eligible for membership. 140 )00 independent sales
force
the academic ranking of those members have either
qualified
being. considered must place or re-qualified to earn
the use of
them in the upper 10 percent of a Mary Kay career
car.
their junior or svnior class, or
"The Career Car Program proupper 20 percent of the graduat- s ides
the independent sales
ing master's class. Members force the opportunity
to earn the
inducted each year join an use of a visible symbol
of sucexpanding worldwide network cess.said Darrell Overcash.
of more than 625.0(X) business president of Mary
Kay. Inc.
professionals.
"Each car in this exciting incentive program reflects the hard
work, determination. and professionalism of the independent
sales force. The coveted pink
p.m. Ages include girls, 0-21
Cadillac is the ultimate. most
years and boys. 0-23 months. recognizable symbol of achieveThe pageant fee is $30 for beau- ment.ty only or S40 for package with
Cunningham began her Mary
three side awards.
Kay business as an Independent
For more information visit Beauty Consultant in 2000 and.
www.kentuckypageants.com or as a direct result of her accomcontact Janet Clauson at (270) plishments.
became
an
531-2144 or Tammi Brown at Independent Sales Director in
(270) 531-7007.
2001. As an Independent Sales

Beauty pageant to be held
Special to the Ledger
BONNIEVILLE.K. — Stars
& Stripes Beauty Pageant. an
official
Kentucky
State
Preliminary qualifier, will be
held Saturday. June 29. beginning at 5 p.m. at Bonnieville
Elementary School. 7874 N.
Dixie Hwy... Bonnieville.
Registration
ill begin at 4

D
SALE
Ends Saturday!
Draiiing
for a
$50 Gift
Certificate!

lobo provided
Murray Middle School jazz band members will be performing at Jazz in the Park Saturday,
May 11, at noon and at 5:15 in the Rotary Amphitheatre. This year's jazz band members
include, front from left, Adrian Gaddis, ZuZu Houck, Jackson Osborne, Luke Armstrong,
Manah Lyons: second row from left, Elijah Armstrong, Cheyenne Chaney, Alexander Gaddis,
Nate Weber. Tahn Thawainin: back from left, Ryan Wezner, Camden Klotz, Addy Jewell, Tyler
Robinson, Abongo Adongo. Jung Woo Hong and Wendy Waltrip.

Local businesswoman earns Mary Kay pink Cadillac

Volovich receives Beta
Gamma Sigma scholarship
Special to the Ledger
Beta Gamma Sigma scholarships are as
to only the
top students of the world's business schools.
Murray State (jilts ersity
Arthur
J.
Bauernfeind
of
C'ollege
Business student
Elena
Volovich was
chosen as a
recipient of one
of the $1,000
scholarships to
Volovich
continue her
education during the next school
year. Volovich is the daughter of
Vera Gonsharova. of Mun-ay.
Since 1988. the society and its
member deons have awarded
more than $1.4 million in scholarships to outstanding student
members from around the

Visswedsy. Ma)9. MI3 • 4 s

Director, she pros ides education, leadership. and motiyation
to other Mary Kay Independent
Beauty Consultants and offers
her customers Mary Kay prod-

'
%;•

ucts.
Cunningham took delivery of
her new Cadillac. her seventh
Mary Kay career car. at Dv.ain
Taylor Chevrolet of Murray.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant

JOIN US FOR MOTHER'S DAY!
Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through

STOREWIDE
I exeltlifittg Brighton)

25'.

30'f Oft lires%e%
Oft Yellon lin\ Sandals

Closed Mondays
270-436-5496

wwwcypressspringsresort.com
Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

!ling Niqs•
arseryAF:‘
kt.
& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Remember Your Mother
Sunday, May 12th
*Hanging Baskets
*Garden Stakes
Mandevilla
*Wind Chimes
*Gazing Balls
*Knock Out Roses

*Potted Flowers
*Endless Summer
Hydrangeas
*Garden Benches
*Light-Up Mats

15% OFF STOREWIDE
(cosh & carry only)

"Kentucky Cesii6ie?
ft
AIROlety eXpeth

II
305 South 12.th Street • Murrii.N
(270) 753-7+41
www.tikkelley.com

Sunday

Located Approx 15 miies South of Murray off HVVY 121

Friday 4-7Pm

OF

11)

"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake-

HAPPY HOUR

20-75

Independent Sales Directors
earn the use of Mary Kay career
cars by demonstrating their outstanding business and leadership skill,

Open
Monday-Friday 9-6,
Saturday 9-5 & Sunday 1-5
Nem/

Rolling Hills
Gift Card
is always the
perfect choice!

Murray 1..rdser & I tow,

ItA • Ilium's', Ma, 9, 2013
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
e•stail: liteasayesurraylediser.cia

imarmangsbuipf•ca

Old Duffers troupe will perform
Monday at Playhouse in the Part

Classical guitarist Fletcher
returns to Calloway library
Special to the Ladger
The Calloway County Publi,
Library will again host New
'York-based classical guitarist
Peter Fletcher on Thursday.
May 16. at 6:30 p.m in the
library meeting room
Peter Fletcher made his professional debut in 19143 at the
age of fifteen, under the auspices of The Brasstown Concert
Association in North Carolina.
A Cherokee Scout critic wrote
of his performance. "He has
technical facility but what one
remembers about his playing is
the nuances, the poetical phrasing. dynamic and tonal changes.
his
harmonics, and
his
cadences.**
He now gives over 100 concerts a year in such cities as
New York. Chicago.Atlanta and
Pittsburgh. Fletcher made his
New York debut at Weill Recital
Hall at Carnegie Hall in 2007.
then returned in 2008.2009-and
2010 to sold-out audiences. His
most recent Carnegie performance was in April of this year.
Fletcher's concert programs
include a balance of standard
classical guitar repertoire, his
own original transcriptions from
other instruments and new
music he has commissioned. He
believes that the arc of the concert program is critical in creating connection with the audience, putting the more "meat
and potatoes" works in the first
half and the more accessible
-crowd pleasers" in the second
half.
Fletcher began his guitar studies at the age of seven with John
Sutherland in Atlanta, Ga. He
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Photo provided

ARTS WINNERS: winners of the Creative
Arts Department of the Murray Woman's Club Student Art
Contest from Calloway County East Elementary School were
Dominic Rushing, left, and Chloe Todd,
MWC CREATIVE

Peter Fletcher
has taken master classes with
Jose Tomas, Pepe Romero.
Christopher Parekening. Oscar
Ghiglia and David Russel, and
holds a Master of Music degree
from the Eastman School of
Music, where he was a student
of Nicholas Goluses and was
twice the recipient of an
Eastman Graduate Award.
"We are honored that Peter
has accepted our invitation to
return to Murray; his beautifully
arranged program and incredible talent is sure to offer a memorable musical evening" stated
CCPL's Sandy Linn.
Funding for this special event
was made possible by a donation from David and Jennifer
Bryson.
The concert is free of charge.
For more information call 7532288 or visit www.callowaycountylibrary.org.

Arts in the Region
The Murray Art Guild will host
a public reception for the artists
"Tuesday's
in
featured
Perspective" from 5-7 p.m.
Friday at the guild's headquarters on Fourth Street. The exhibition run's through May 24.

• Jazz,in the Park will be held
Saturday in Murray Calloway
County Central Park from noon
until the evening. The headlining
band, the Nashville Jazz
Orchestra, will perform at 6:30
p.m.

H

MSU's Nesbit is juror
for JMAM exhibition
Special to the Ledger
CADIZ. Ky. — The Janice
Mason Art Museum is pleased to
announce the opening of
Biannual Juried Show 2013 at 6
p.m. Friday. May 10.
The Biannual Juried Show is an
important undertaking for the
Janice Mason Art Museum, as it
brings both the museum and the
local arts community to the attention of emerging and established
artists across Kentucky and its
surrounding states. The exhibition presents work in all media,
including sculpture. painting,
watercolor, photography. and textiles.
"Jurying the fifth, iteration of
this Biannual Juried' Show has
been both a privilege and a challenge." says this year's juror,
Colin Tuis Nesbit. "The submissions to the show are representative of the diversity of work being
made in this region and the talent
of our local arts community."
Nesbit is the Director of

AT

University Galleries at Murray
State University. He holds a BFA
and MFA in drawing and printmaking and has taught university
courses in drawing, printmaking,
installation art, exhibition design.
and professional practices for
artists. His work is currently on
view at the Lexington Art
League.
Awards will be presented during the opening reception on
Friday. The public is invited to
the reception and will have the
opportunity to meet many of the
artists included in the exhibition.
Biannual Juried Show 2013 will
remain on view through June 29,
2013.
The Janice Mason Art Museum
is located at 71 Main St. in Cadiz
and is open Tuesday through
Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
and Sundays from 1-4 p.m.
Evening hours may be arranged
for group tours at no charge.
Admission is always free and
donations are greatly appreciated.
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groups at Playhouse. Laid
Special to the Ledger
Playhouse Executive Director
Park
ow
in
11.1)11,,use
very
present An Evening with Old Lisa Cope "They work
NC have the hest time.
but
hard.
6
at
Puffers"
Duffers & Powder
usually laughing at ourselves! I
p.m. Monday.
really like the new material they
theater
The senior citizen
troupe. which will soon be cele- have prepared
"For OD & PP. we use readbrating their third anniversary.
will be presenting three new ers'theatre format, which means
pieces. including two comedy they do not have to memorize
skits and one radio drama. their scripts. Its a fabulous vs ay
to have the enjoyment and emAdmission is free,
ails ii of theatre without the
Powder
"Old Duffers &
Puffers is one of my favorite stress of memorizing lines

Murray's Balzer to lead
workshop at VSA Ky.
Festival of the Arts
Special to the Ledger
BOWLING GREEN. Ky. —
Dance
Purchase
Jackson
Company Artistic Director
Karen Balzer of Murray will lead
a workshop at the VSA Kentucky
Festival of the Arts next week.
VSA Kentucky Festival of the
Arts is a special initiative project
organized for students with disabilities in partnership with
Warren Elementary School in
Bowling Green. Students will.
participate in arts activities
including storytelling, creative
movement and visual art.
The festival will be held at the
Southern Kentucky Performing
Arts Center (SKYPAC) during
two half-day sessions from 9
a.m. to noon on May 15 and 16.
Three workshops will take place
simultaneously with groups of
about 25 students rotating from
one workshop to the next every
hour. In "The Three Tools of a
Storyteller" with Octavia Sexton,
students will gain insight and
ideas on how to use simple
drama techniques to tell a story.
In Balzer's workshop, "Dance
Alive," students will bring the
elements of dance alive to create
a creatOe dance composition

from "The Lion King.- In.
"Creating with Dots of Color
with Patricia Ritter. students will
use small dots arranged in patterns to form an image in the
style of Australian Aboriginal
art. All of the artists are
Teaching Artists on the VSA
Kentucky Artist Roster and have
experience working with special
needs populations in addition to
their work as professional artists.
VSA Kentucky is a nonprofit
organization dedicated to providing inclusive arts and education
programs for children, youth.
and adults with disabilities, in
addition to. professional development for artists and teachers in
communities
and
schools
statewide. VSA Kentucky programs offer an underserved population equal opportunity to
explore the arts in a way that is
fully accessible.-Through participatory involvement with trained
professional and volunteers, people with disabilities learn nets
creative and social skills that
open doors to new opportunities
in the arts.
To learn more about VSA
programs. visit
Kentucky
www.vsartsky.org.
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better serve
our customers.

TRAIN
It's Yfard to Stop a Trane
Qualified Trane Comfort Specialist' Dealers

Exciting News!
Mike Garrison,from D & M Heating and Cooling, has joined forces with Thornton Heating and Air
to bring you even better service! He brought with him familiar faces, Larry Murray and Jerry Johnson.
Please be assured that you will still receive the same quality of service that you are accustomed to!

802 Chestnut Street I Murray, KY 42071 I 270-753-8181 I vvww.RandyThornton.com
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MLB

Happ says
'I feel
really
fortunate'
FRED GOODALL
RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writers
ST. PETERSBURG. Fla.
(AP) — J.A. Happ feels fortunate.
Less than 24 hours after he
was hit on the head by a line
drive and caned off the field,
the Toromo Blue Jays pitcher
was back at Tropicana Field on
•
Wednesday.
The 30-year-old said he had
a skull fracture behind his left
ear that doctors believe will
heal on its own, as well as a
sore right knee that he tweaked
when he dropped to the ground
Tuesday night.
"I feel really fortunate."
Happ said after limping into a
room at Tropicana •Field for a
news conference and climbing
a couple steps to sit down
behind a table.
"It looks like I moved just a
little bit. I don't remember
doing that, but it looks like it
was just enough to • where it
must have caught me in a better
spot. because I think it could
have got me head on." he said.
"I've got some stitches and
there's a fracture in the skull, I
suppose, behind my ear, but it's
not serious or threatening.
We'll let those heal."
Happ. who was put on the
I5-day disabled list, had a brief
conversation with Tampa Bay's
Desmond Jennings, who hit the
line drive that caught him
squarely on the left side of the
head. Happ shook hands with
•See MLB,8A

NBA

Denver's
Karl earns
first COY
award

.00 M

ARNIE STAPLETON
AP Sports Writer
DENVER (AP) - Selfless and
starless. These were the staples of
the exhilarating Denver Nuggets'
NBA franchise-record 57-win
regular season.
George Karl kept with that
theme Wednesday, sharing the
credit far and wide after being
named the league's Coach of the
Year for the first time in his quarter century as an NBA head
coach.
Karl thanked everyone from
his middle school coach who got
him into the game to his good
friend, the late Rick Majerus, in
an emotional news conference at
the Pepsi Center.
He credited Nuggets players.
assistant coaches, scouts, trainers.
front office, ownership and support staff as he eyed the bronze
Red Auerbach Trophy in front of
him.
"What I hope is everybody
understands this is not about me.
It's about a lot of people and a lot
of people in my past and I am
proud to have that trophy," Karl
said.
The trophy depicts the architect of the great Boston Celtics
teams back in the fledgling days
of the NBA. Auerbach sitting at
one end of the bench with his
trademark cigar in his right hand,
a rolled up program in his left.
There's a life-sized statue of it
in Boston and Karl said he sat
there once, imagining this very
day.
"When I was told of the award
about a week ago, it was a very
•See NBA,8A

email: sportstomurrayledger.com

OVC SOFTBALL TOURNAMENT: NO. 4 MLMAY STATE 2, NO. S UT-MARTIN I

Racers win opener
RACERS WIN IN
WALK-OFF
FASHION IN
EIGHTH INNINC
MSU Sports Information
The Murray State softball
team walked off with an extrainning win. 2-1, over UT
Martin during the opening
round of the 2013 OVC
Tournament at Eastern Illinois
on Wednesday.
The Racers (24-26) struck
first in the bottom of the first
when Leslie Bridges drove in
Mo Ramsey. who tallied the
first hit of the game, with a single straight up the middle.
However. the Skyhawks
(33-19) answered in the top of
the second when Lauren Smith
double to left field, giving
Kenzi Tate the opportunity to
cross the plate.
Both teams threatened
throughout the game, but the
score was still tied at one at the
end of the seventh.
It was the second time this
season that the two teams went
to extra innings, as they previously did so in Murray State's
3-2 win at Martin in March.
In the eighth, Casey Castile
Photo provided by MSU Athletics
set up the game winning play
Senior catcher Ellyn Troup stands ready for a pitch during the Racers opening round game against UT-Martin at the by drawing a two-out walk.
Just one batter later, she
OVC Championships Wednesday afternoon. Troup went two for three and won the game for Murray State in the bot•See OVC,8A
tom of the eighth inning when she doubled to right center. scoring Casey Castile.

MLB: CARDINALS 5, CUBS 4

Cardinals rally for 54 win over Cubs
g first baseman tried to steal third
>flowing his two-out RBI double in the

th

TIMELY HITS
PROPEL CARDS TO
WIN,IMPROVE TO
MLB BEST
ROAD RECORD
JAY COHEN
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — Starting pitching. Veteran hitters. Dependable relievers.
The St. Louis Cardinals have it all,
so all this success on the road is no accident.
Carlos Beltran and Jon Jay drove in
two runs apiece, and the Cardinals
capped an impressive trip with a 5-4
victory over the Chicago Cubs on
Wednesday.
Beltran also had three hits as St.
Louis won for the seventh time in eight
games and improd to a major leaguebest 14-7 on the road.
The Cardinals went 5-1 On a sixgame swing to Milwaukee and Chicago,
with the lone loss Tuesday in their first
game of the season against the lastplace Cubs.
"We've been an opportunistic team,"
manager Mike Matheny said. "We make
the most of the opportunities that we're
getting, even though they're not that
many right now. And then they're
resilient, they just keep coming back."
The Cardinals trailed 4-3 before
Beltran singled in Matt Carpenter in the
seventh. and Jay drove in Yadier Molina
with a tiebreaking single against
Michael Bowden (1-2) in the eighth.
Each rally featured a costly mistake by
the Cubs, with Carpenter moving to
third on an error by right fielder Nate
Schierholtz and Molina advancing to
second on a wild pitch.
Jay also had a sacrifice fly in the
fourth inning and hit .500 (10 for 20)
with a homer and eight RBIs on the trip.
The center fielder has been playing so
well that Matheny decided to move him
up to sixth in the lineup, pushing struggling David Freese down one. The lineup switch also provided more protection
for Molina, who responded with two
hits.
"I'm just trying to keep it simple up
there," Jay said. "Trying to hit the ball

first. But the Cardinals had their own
baserunning blunder in the fifth. when
Carpenter was thfown out after he made
a wide turn at second on Beltran's runscoring single.
Westbrook allowed four runs —
three earned — and nine hits in 5 1-3
innings, increasing his ERA from 1.07
to 1.62.,He had allowed just four earned
runs all year.
"I was battling my location today,"
he said. "Kind of fighting pretty much
all day."
Carlos Villanueva pitched 6 2-3
innings for Chicago and was charged
with three runs and seven hits. He has a
3.02 ERA in seven stags. but only one
victory.

AP PHOTC

St. Louis Cardinals starting pitcher Jake Westbrook delivers during the
first inning of a baseball game against the Chicago Cubs at Wrigley Field.
The Cardinals rallied to won 5-4.
hard, and I've been able to get some then they found ways to get out of it."
The afternoon game on a picturesque
pitches over the plate that I've been able
spring day in Chicago attracted 26.354
to drive."
Anthony Rizzo had three hits and to Wrigley Field. and fans were treated
Schierholtz ripped a two-run double for to a little bit of everything. There were
Chicago, trying for its second three- a couple of adventures on the basepaths,
game winning streak this season. a rarely seen 4-2-3 groundout and a
Instead, the Cubs finished a 4-6 homes- bunch of singles — just three of 22 hits
were for extra bases. Julio Borbon of
tand.
"We just can't seem to shut anybody the Cubs was called out for interference
down in the sixth, seventh inning," for running inside the baseline in the
manager Dale Sveum said. "We're get- seventh.
The Cubs used Schierholtz's two-run
ting two strikes on people. we just can't
double. which caromed off the wall in
make a pitch when we have to."
Chicago had II hits but grounded foul territory and straight out into right
into four double plays. one in every field, and a well-placed grounder by
inning from the fifth to the eighth. The Dioner Navarro to take a 4-2 lead in the
last one was-particularly heartbreaking, fourth.
The Cardinals had their infield in
with the potential tying run on third.
Four Cardinals relievers combined with Navarro at the plate, but
for 3 2-3 innings of two-hit ball after Schierholtz scored easily. With Molina
Jake Westbrook had his worst start this standing in front of the plate and pointseason. Seth Maness (2-0) got five outs ing to first, Carpenter still came home
to get the win and Edward Mujica with the throw from second, and the
worked the ninth for his ninth save in Gold Glove catcher made a strong
throw to first to retire the lumbering
nine opportunities.
"They did a great job." Westbrook Navarro.
Molina also cut down Rizzo when
said. "They got into a little trouble, but

"You can see the boys coming alive
now. The weather is warming up a little
bit. We're right there," Villanueva said.
"We're close. Keep chipping away."
NOTES: Schierholtz made two nice
catches in right. ... Cubs RHP Kevin
Gregg has converted each of his five
save opportunities since he was promoted from Triple-A Iowa on April 16, seizing the vacant closer role that's already
been held this season by Carlos Marmol
and injured RHP Kyuji Fujikawa.
"Gregg's our closer. That's pretty
much the way it is right now," manager
Dale Sveum said. "He's obviously
earned it. There's a bigger sample out
there now to know that." ... Cubs 2B
Darwin Barney and LF Alfonso Soriano
got the day off. ... The Cardinals are off
Thursday, then host the Rockies on
Friday.
RHP Shelby Miller (4-2, 1.96 ERA)
faces Colorado RHP Jon Garland (2-2,
4.65) in the opener of the weekend
series. ... Chicago begins a three-game
series at Washington on Friday. RHP
Jeff Samardzija (1-4, 3.09) is scheduled
to face Washington LHP Ross Detwiler
(1-3. 2.50).
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PREP BASEBALL
Today
0.64131110/1di at Caltoeway Co b
p in
Mayhew at Muria) High S p in
PREP SOFTBAL1.
Today
MdISIsgll
at Calloway Co 530 p m
Friday
Calloway Co at Reinratcher Invitation,
NBA Playoffs
Monday
Chicago 93 Miami 86 Chicago leads
series 1-0
San Antonio 129 Golden State 127
20T San Antonio leads series 1-0
Tuesday
New York 105 Indiana 79 series bed
1-1
Memphis 99 Oklahoma City 93 series
tied 1-1
Friday
Miami at Chicago 8 pm
San Antonio at Golden State 10 30
pm

Sunday
San Arituniu at Golden State 3 30
Monday
Miami at Chicago 7 p or
Oklahoma Coy at Memprus a
p

m

NHL Playoffs
Today
N S IbicilKiefS at PinSblityti
Ottawa at Montreal 7 p ru
Minnesota at Chicago 9 30

pm

Friday
Toronto at Boston 7 p m
NY Rangers at Washington 7 30 pm
Anaheim at Detroit 8 p m
St Louis at Los Angeles 10 pm
Saturday
St Louis at Los Angeles 10 p m
Pittsburgh at N V Islanders TBA
x-Montreal at Ottawa TBA
x -Chicago at Minnesota TBA
Sunday
x-Detroit at Anaheim TBA
x-Minnesota at Chicago TBA
x-Boston at Toronto TBA
x-Ottawa at Montreal TBA
x-NY Islanders at Pittsburgh TBA
x-Washington at N Y Rangers TBA

Saturday
Oklahoma City at Memphis 5 p m
New York at Indiana 8 p m

•MLB...
From Page 7A
several teammates outside the
Blue Jays clubhouse while
assuring each one: 'I'm fine."
"He just wished me the best
anti hoped for A quick recov cry," Happ said. 'Obviously.
something like that is never
intentional. I let him know that
I knew that and I appreciated
him coining over. P's a scary
thing. I'm sure on his end. too.".
Hupp remembers releasing
the ball.
"I don't remember seeing it,"
he said. "Just immediate loud
ringing in my ear. Just pressure
on my ear. and I was on the
ground. That was kind of it. It
took me a few seconds to kind
of figure out what was going
on, but I do remember them
being there ... the coaches and
Gibby (manager John Gibbons)
and obviously the trainers. I
was coherent and talking pretty
quickly."
Though he's confident he
will pitch again, he's not sure
when.
"From everything. CT scans
of the brain, neck, spine and

•NBA...
From Page 7A
humbling, emotional experience,
because it made me think about
my career." Karl said. "... A lot of
times I wanted to win it and never
did win it and now I've gotten calloused to winning it. And now I
win it because this was probably
in my career the most'oneness' of
an organization, a basketball
team, a coaching staff, a support
staff, administrative staff.'
I get the award in my name but
it is totally because of the 'oneness' that we brought to the table
this season."
Karl worked wonders with a
lineup that lacked an All-Star,
was beset by injuries to several
starters and twisted its way
through a brutal early-season
schedule in which 22 of the
team's first 32 games were on the
road.
Relying on an old-school uptempo offense and a deep bench
that wore out opponents, especially at altitude, the Nuggets led
the league in scoring, fast break
production and points in the paint
with nary a dominant scorer - Ty
Lawson led Denver with 16.7
points a game. which ranked 31st
in the league.
They went an NBA-best 38-3
at home, winning their list 23
games at the Pepsi Center in the
regular season and going 24-4
overall after the All-Star break.
The third-seeded Nuggets
sorely missed forward Danilo
Gallinari (knee) in the playoffs.
however, and they lost in six
games to Stephen Curry and the
sixth-seeded
Golden
State
Warriors.
That was their fourth straight
first-round exit and the most disheartening in Karl's 8.6 seasons in
Denver.
"It was an incredible season.
That's why the disappointment is
so immense," Karl said. "I wake
up every morning depressed. I
woke up about 6 o'clock, I was
hoping for sunshine and I got rain
and it didn't make me feel very
good, and then I said, 'Oh, God,
I've got to put a suit and tie on....
"Hopefully, come next Oct. 1
... we'll move on knowing that we
have a great young basketball
team that is growing, that got bet-

ter this season, that improved at died of heart failure in December.
such a fast rate that we got maybe
"I miss him a lot," Karl said.
too cocky and too ahead of our- "And he's a college coach and I'm
selves," Karl said. "And the a pro coach and we had more
coaches fall into that category, arguments than agreements in my
too. None of us are happy with lifetime. But 1 learned so much
the result, but I think we're also about coaching because of his
motivated by the challenge.
love for the game and his love for
Denver's 57-25 record was the me."
fourth-best in the league. Karl
Karl then turned to his partner,
received 62 first-place votes, fol- Kim Van Deraa, the mother of
lowed by Erik Spoelstra of the their 8-year-old daughter,
"And then so much of coachMiami Heat with 24 votes from a
panel of sports writers and broad- ing is you cheat your family, and
casters. New York's Mike I wanted Kim to be here and my
Woodson finished third and San daughter, Kaci, becaust I know
Antonio's Gregg Popovich, who I'm cheating them. And I thank
won the award last season, was everybody." he said, choking
fourth. Karl had 404 -votes over- back tears."OK. I'll get caught up
all, far outdistancing Spoelstra's now. But all I'm trying to say is
190.
friends and family are so, so
Karl is 1,131-756 in his 25 important in what I've become
seasons as head coach and 80-105 and in what I am. And without
in the playoffs. In his time in them you cannot be successful."
Denver, Karl is 423-257. in the
A two-time cancer survivor,
regular season with three division Karl changed his coaching style
titles and 21-39 in the playoffs. after returning from throat cancer
Karl's 21 straight non-losing sea- in 2010. He delegated more
sons tie Phil Jackson for the duties at practice: relying on his
assistant coaches to do much of
longest streak in league history.
Karl thanked Dean Smith, Bill the teaching.
"Before cancer,.1 was much
Guthridge and John Latz at North
Carolina, who gave him the more dominant and now I'm
coaching bug, high school team- much more, for lack of a better
mates Donnie Wilson and Artie phrase. democratic," said Karl,
Barr, high school coach Dick who also beat prostate cancer
Mizenhelter and the man who several years ago.
"I've always thought that head
introduced him to the game in
coaches were too dominant and I
middle school, Roger Brobst.
"My friends in the fraternity of think the balance that I brought
coaching have been a blessing." was maybe the cancer said I don't
Karl said. "It's been a gift, it's have the energy to do what I did
been an honor to be a part of it in the past," Karl said."And I was
and now I have for a year to stand aware that stress and unhealthy
and be representative of the great- living creates cancerous situaness of great coaches in the NBA. tions and once you have cancer,
"We are in a stage now where you have more chances to have
a lot of coaches are going to be more cancerous situations. So. I
fired - and some of you want me wanted to be careful."
In many ways, that shift was
fired - but the truth of the matter
is there's not very much bad the wellspring of the unification
coaching in the NBA, there are Karl so credited on Wednesday
some bad situations that don't when he won this long elusive
work. But from the head coaches award.
"There's 15 guys in that locker
to the assistant coaches to the
scouts, there are so many talented room, I get to talk to maybe three
people that help every organiza- or four of them every day. So, my
tion do their job at a high level. staff has to take care of at least
But unfortunately, half of us lose seven or eight more guys," Karl
every night."
said.
"It's not about one person
Karl choked back tears when
he mentioned Majerus, the for- doing it well: it's about how well
mer standout college coach who all of us do it as one."
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skull. it looks pretty good.*
Happ said. 'I don't think there's
a ton of concern."
Major League Baseball.
meantime. is trying to deter*
Mine the best way to protect
pitchers from similar injuries.
The league's senior vice
president, Dan /latent. said a
half-do/en companies were •
designing headgear lot pitchers
but no product so tar was sufficiently protective and comfortable.
"II it doesn't absorb enough
impact, then it may be ineffective," he said.
Dr. Gary Green. MLB's
medical director, said the Head
Injury Criterion (HIC) scale is
being used to evaluate products
and that a cap liner likely
would have to be 8 ounces or
lighter.
An earflap on the side of the
head facing the pitcher was
required for new players starting in 1983. Stronger and
slightly heavier carbon-fiber
helmets, the Rawlings S100
Pro Comp. were required starting this year.

Star 5.4 in ID innings in the
program's first-ever post-sea
scored horn lost base oil an
Ellyn Troup double to center-. son curviest in 2010
field to give the Racers the 2-1
First pitch from Wtlitams
win.
•Field in Charleston is .schedThe game was the third
for 3 p.m.
extra inning game in the last uled
tour contests for the Racers
Ohio Valley Conference
who ads anced to 4-3 on the
Softball Tournament
year in extras.
May 8-11
Troup finished the day at 2for-3 with a walk. while
at Eastern Illinois
Ramsey went 2-144
Wednesday
LI ati JaLksonville Stale 5 #3 labi.din
Shelby Kosinecki began the
Kentucky 3
day for MM.! and went four
62 #2 SiO-Edwardsville 4 #7
innings alicv mg just one run
tennessee Tech 3
63 #1 Eastern Illinois 3 #8 Morehead
on lour hits with two walks and
Stale 2
two strikeouts.
64 #4 Murray State 2 IS UT-Martin 1
Today
CheyAnne Gaskey threw the
65 03 Eastern Kentucky vs
final four innings for the
Tennessee Tech 3 10 a m
Racers and allowed no runs on
66 #6 Jacksonville State vs #2 SIU
Edwardsville 4 12 30 p m
three hits to inove to 13-8 on
G7 #1 Eastern Illinois 3 vs #4 Murray
season.
the
Stale 2 3 p m
The Racers will now move (38 Morehead Stale vs IS UT-Martin
5 30 p m
to the winner's bracket where
Friday
they still take on top-seeded
09 G7 loser vs G5 winner. 10 a m
G8 winner 12 30
vs
loser
G10 66
Eastern Illinois on Thursday.
m
the
Eastern Illinois swept
G11 G7 winner vs 66 winner. 3 p.m
612 09 winner vs G10 winner 530
regular-season series with
pm
MSU, taking all three games in
Saturday
Charleston in March.
613 G11 loser vs G12 winner. 10
am
This will be the second all614- G11 winner vs 613 winner. 1230
time meeting between the two
teams at the OVC tournament, '615. GI1 winner vs 613 winner. TBA
as the Panthers topped Murray
From Page 7A

www.toro.coin

TimeCutter SS zero-turn mowers

Starting at 1 2799
• 3-in-i cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines

MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST

MURRAY

270-753-2571

See dealer or toro.com toro ,.J4,-)r Canadian residents) ler warrant) details Product availability, pricing a special promotions are subiect to dealer options
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winner. 3 pm
winner. 5 30
winner. 10

3 winner, 12 30

13 winner. TIM

when samples are reported
should ve been
takensubmitted

required
frequency

Contaminants
or report

lead and copper
test results

5 sites are tested every 3
yrs per yr at state
approved location arid
results from 2012 were
months
due by Dec 31 2012

when samples were taken
and next samples will be
samples were taken Sept 22
2012 as required but not mooned
to tie state sample resuks were
subm•ted to tie state on 5.1,13

the testing and recording procedure has been rtkiewed with lab sampling personnel to help ensure correct
reporting in the future. There are no potential adverse health effects resulting from these reporting violations
and there is no need for public to seek alternative water supplies or take preventative measures. We have
developed an improved sample and report tracking system to help ensure that these sorts of violations do not
accure in the future.
Please share this information with all other people who drink this water, especially those who may not have
received this notice directly. t For example: people in apartments, nursing homes, schools, and businesses)You
can do this by rxisting this notice in a public place or distributing copies by hand or mail.
You questions or comments are welcomed. Please contact Center Ridge Water District at 270-436-6304 or
69 Marguerite Blvd, New Concord, KY 42076 during regular business hours. This notice may not be mailed ti
individual customers unless requested. A copy of this report can be obtained by calling the water office during
regular business hours.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY

Full-time job vacancy at Murray Campus
Bookstore Assistant $9.32/hr
(Additional Pay Dependent upon Qualifications)
Apply online & view additional details at
www.murraystatejobs.com
Women/minorities encouraged to apply
An EEO, M/F/D. AA employer

pi

Service Center
Assistant
.Post High School Education AND
•Two years' clerical and office experience
•Position located in Murray. Kentucky
"Salary commensurate with education'
and experience

provided by Playboy Entertainment Group, Inc.

EE0C-AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

1st Month free!

will no longer be available on

•New Climate Control
Available
.24.7 Surveillance
•Pest Control

Murray Electric System.

Effective June 15, 2013,

Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

NOW OPEN
"Just
Around
the
Corner" from MSU at 5
points Thrift Store 804
Coldwater Road

CALL 753-1916

Lynn Grove
Self Storage
270-519-0143
Cliff & Laura Key

Att

larktirCIJIM

Ask about our
Display ad specials
for all your advertising
needs.
753-1 91 6
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Help Wanted

MTD

MAINTENANCE
TMETADMPRMOEDMUBCETRSS

INC.
Ki2=031
MTD Products Inc., is a global manufacturer of
outdoor power equipment which includes popular brands such as Cub Cadet, White
Outdoor, Troy-Bill. Yard-Man, Yard Machine
and Bolens.
Our manufacturing facility located in Martinj*
has an opening for a General Maintenance
Team Member. We are seeking a talented and
highly motivated individual to join our team.
Job Summary:
Performs highly diversified duties to install,
troubleshoot, repair and maintain produttion
and facility equipment according to safety, preventative and productive maintenance systems
and processes by performing the following
duties:
Position Responsibilities:
• Read and interpret equipment manuals and
work orders to perform required maintenance
and service
• Perform mechanical skills including, but not
limited to, mechanical, electrical, pneumatic
and hydraulic troubleshooting and repair
•Perform variety of plumbing ang carpentry
maintenance
• Comply with safety regulations and maintain
clean and orderly work areas
• Perform other duties as assigned

Kenlake Foods, located in Murray, KY, a Kroger
owned dry mix and nut processing private
label manufacturer, is now accepting
resumes/applications for:
MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN
Responsibilities include setting up production
lines, performing preventive maintenance, troubleshooting, and mechanical and electrical
repairs on production equipment. Preferred skills
include mechanical, electrical, PLC, variable frequency drives, 3-phase power, pneumatics,
machine shop and welding. Any Fanuc or ABB
robot experience is a plus. Prior manufacturing
maintenance experience is desired. Applicant
must have a continuous improvement mindset
willing to continuously look for ways to improve
our line efficiencies.
The position shift is for 3rd Shift
Kenlake Foods offers a competitive wage and
benefit package, including medical and dental
insurance. 401k Plan, company paid retirement,
vacation and paid holidays
Applications may be submitted
online by going to:
www.kroger.com

WILL
MOM
,..........:
I Give her a subscription to the
MURRAY

&TIMES

Home Delivery
Local Mail
3 mo.
$30.00
$30.00
6 mo
$55.00 3 mo.
6 mo-$5500
1
$105.00
1 yr....Rest of ICY/TN
3 mo
6 mo
1 yr

$40.00
$80.00
$120.00

I Check

All Other Mall
Subscriptions
$75.00
3/no.
6 mo.
$145.00
1 yr.

Money Order

Visa

Slic

• Degree or certificate from college or technical
school
• 3-5 years experience in manufacturing environment
• Ability to work a flexible schedule, including
weekends
• Knowledge of mechanical, hydraulic, pneumatic. basic electrical skills
Please send resume and salary history in confidence to:
Human Resources Department
MTD Products Company
P.O. Box 927
Martin, TN 38237-0927
mtdmartinhriiit mtdproducts.com
MTD is an Equal Opportunity Employer
Infinity Group
Immediate openings for full time
Assembly Workers in the Murray area
Indoor climate. shift work required, drug
free & physical assessment must be met.
Send resume to jdavid@inf-grp com
or call 270-767-2518

Name
I St. Address
I
City.
I
I State_

Zip__

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

PAINTING contractor is
recruiting experienced
professional journeymen painters. Must
have 4-years professional painting experience
To apply call
753-6895 & leave voice
message. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

BUSY salon looking for
stylist, nail tech and
therapist.
massage
Email information to
stylistmurrayOgmail.c
om or call 270-2931599 or 270-559-9263
PART-TIME help for
2013. L&M Lawn
Service. Call 227-0611

WESTERN
KY
Correctional ComplexCertified Medication
Aide
needed
lor
1.0 Op- m-9.0 Opm.
Duties
to
include
preparing, administering. and documenting
medications. Must possess documentation of
having
successfully
passed the medication
aide
competency
exam.
Kentucky
Stale
Penitentiary- LPN 6pm7am 3 nights per
week, every other
weekend.
Primary
duties to include medication administration.
assessment
and
response to emergencies.
Please forward resume
to
CorrectCareIntegrated Health at
hr @correctcare com or
lax
(8591685-0901
EEO

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN.
Supporting a Drug-Free Workplace.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.
NOW Hiring
Facility
LaCoste
Support Services. We
are hiring a Floor Tech.
If interested please
apply onine at
www.lacostaservices.c
om
TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat. No
phone calls.
CLERICAL position. 30
hours per week. MonFn. Good communication skills and computer
knowledge required
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L Murray, Ky
42071

WEBSITE
Editor/Copywriter-FT or
must
have
PT,
HTML/CSS experience
and good writing skills.
Pay based on experience. Email resume to
shawn@kylake.net
YEISER Art Center is
accepting
currently
applications for the
of
position
Administrative
Assistant. Required
hours are
Tuesday-Saturday 105 & special events.
Graphic design 8/or
management
office
experience prefered.
Send resume to Yeiser
Art
Center
200
Broadway Paducah KY
42001

Tilt Trailer 5x10. Metal
frame with wood floor,
good tires. $500
270-293-5210

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
605 E South 12th St

(270)753-1713
180
Lawn & Gsrden
Garden seeds & supplues at
Marshall County Coop.501 Poplar. Benton.
270-527-1323
USED Mowers for Sale
Grasshopper
Skag
X-Mark
John Deere
270-210-6268

Want to buy junk or
running cars and trucks
and Junk batteries.
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
150
Articles
For Salo
BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic. $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
Needs your coins.
Paying high prices,
Offering great bargains. Apptaisals
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrmann
CORNER desk set
w/C0 hutch $50. 33"
Sony wide screen TV
with 5 disk changer and
speaker w/stand $175.
315-778-5911
MICRORAIN
MR32
traveling sprinkler with
booster pump. Rarely
used. 293-4393
STRAW $3.50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

Make us a part
of your daily
routine...
and
' 41

don't

muss a
beat!
Subscribe
today
753-1916

3-4BR, 2BA, brick
home New paint, carpet and tile. $700/mo.
Deposit and references. 293-2972 or
227-0611
4BR house. Lease and
deposit required.
LARGE house for rent
in a very nice neighborhood. Available the end
of May. 270-978-6000
270-293-9493
SMALL 2BR rental
house. 641 South. No
pets. 227-6431 or
293-6156
Sfr
a

Owner Finance **
4BR. 2BA. $4,950
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
down $695/mo
753-3633
Murray near lake.
615-397-3171
ANTIQUES. vintage
wide
and collectibles Get a 1998 single
second opinion. Call ,mobile home with 2BR.
1 BA, all appliances
270-293-4510
Asking
included.
$9,800 270-978-6074
BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
GOOD used air condi320
tioner, used carpeting
Apartments For Rent
stove,
refrigerator.
electric & gas heater
1 bedroom apartments
storm windows.
Various
locations
753-4109
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
Too Prices Paid For
1 OR 2br apts. near
S Gold & Silver S
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
LEE JEWELRY
required. 753-4109.
ARTISANS
305-D 12th Street
Murray. KY

ROOM for rent. shared
bath and common
areas S300/mo . Internet, utilities, WO
included. Call or text
270-873-9373

Appliances

Want to Buy

Select careers/jobs at the bottom of the webpage
• Select Manufacturing
Select Kenlake Foods

Minimum Qualifications:

LEDGER

Position open for:

Channels 797. 798 and 799

MONTH

ir

RRAY

STATE UNIVERSITY

Papa Smurf
Storage

$75.00 PER

RCS-CLEANING
Mother's Day Special
Giver her something
she can really use and
appreciate.
Give her "a break".
Includes special gift.
270-970-4612

VMU

Applications will be taken from Monday. May 6
through Friday, May 10 at the Murray Service
Center located at 1401 North 12th Street in Murray.
at the Admin Office located at 408 East Broadway
in Mayfield, or by contacting Malinda Scoggins.
HR Manager al
mecogginserivervalleyagcredit.com. Office
hours are Monday-Friday, 8:00 a m to 4.30 p.m.

NOTICE:
Murray Electric System Cable Customers

Articles
For Sale

Nap Mimeo

ler 10am
iner 12 30
Monitoring and Reporting violation for 2012
Center Ridge Water Mat. #2 pwsid • KY101405119 received a violation for failure to submit sample test results
for '2012. The following wording is provided here under state and federal public notice requirements. We are
required to monitor your drinking water tor specific Contaminants on a regular basis Results of regular mon,
;tering are an indicator of whether or not our drinking water meets health standards. During January 1 2010
t hru December 1 2012 we did not properly report testing results for lead and copper therefore cannot be sure
tll.the quality of viatr drinkmg water at this I inn. The following table summarized

150

060
Help Wanted

2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
locations.
Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898
2BR duplex, all appliances included.
270-767-9948
270-293-9474
2BR, IBA. Water/trash
included.
S425/mo.
.270-719-1654
W/D
2BR,
brick,
hookup, redecorated.
no pets, $435/mo
293-6070

1

'Murray Leooe
Times
753-1916
Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
753-1916
4Wsloo'vi\-'..N-140'wv1,1

Storage Rentals
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU S20-50.
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell:(270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. At. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5562
J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
Owner uf 121S.& Clendale.
iOxiFs
(2701436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
Onside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345
28R from $375

[calProp. For Rent

270-753-8556
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283

2 Auto Shops

cr

Equal opportunity

Clean up/body work
Newly painted

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211

New heater
1 double bay,
1 single bay
270-485-6122

Pets 8 Supplies
AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies.
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711

DOG
Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

UNFURNISHED 1BR
apartment near campus. Non smoking, no
pets. 270-753-5980

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

110
Public See

CIASSIFIEDS

213 • I hurbda,. Mis, 41. NI 11

%turret, I edger & I notes

Marshall Anderson Auction invites you to a another
AUCTION
This is the personal collection of Edsel Bowlin located just off of Hwy 2Ast 128 Nursing Home Rd. Dresden, TN
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Hill Electric

Lit
2000 Pontlac Grand Am SE-85.000 miles
10x14 Gazebo-to be moved
10 Indian Head and Buffalo Coins
Sears Ted Williams Model 300 12 Gauge
Shotgun
Winchester Model 190 22 with Scope
Winchester Model 94 Lever Action 30-30
Colt 44 Cal Black Powder Pistol
5 Muzzle Loader Rifles
Lots ot Ammunition
Glass Front Gun Cabinet
Original Indian War Vest
2 Original Indian Bow and Arrows
Original Indian Medicine Man Mask
Inlaid Table Top
Cypress Stump Table
Nice oak Desk
Old Weakley Co Tax Record Books
20 Indian Commemorative Plates
Leaded Glass Table Lamp
Boxed Deer Knives
Glass Case Jim Bowie Knife-Franklin Mint
Framed Bowie Knife
2 Framed Colt Knives
Framed Robert E Lee Knife
Wild Bill Hickok-#4 Wild West Series-Signed
Wyatt Earp #2-Signed
Buffalo Bill #1 -Signed
Knife and Sheath
Ka-Bar USMC Knife and Sheath
Boker Fixed Blade Knife, Sheath, and Box
Colt Pocket Knife with Leather Case
Colt Knife
Sabre-667 Pocket Knife
NRA Pocket Knife
rgical Steel Custom Made United (UC 388)
Pocket Knife
Alligator Skin Knife and Sheath
Deer Hide Knife and Sheath
2 Knife Sheaths
Tomahawk with Wooden Handle
Oak 5 Stack Book Case-Globe Wernicke
CM Russel Prints
Various Signed Western Pnnts
Trooper Prints
Lots of Indian Prints

SIIKC
Residential &

Wets I- ergo Stage
Wooden Stagecoach
Oil Lamp
Bearclaw Table
Green Shade Desk Lamp
Hand Carved Wood Ducks
Raymond E Hornick Stoney Point Decoy
Fax Machine
CM Russell Books
Frederick Remington Books

Lots of Cowboy Prints
Frederick Remington Prints
Tin Door Pie Sale
Antique Barber Chair
Polly Parrot Children's Game
John Wayne Picture by Buck Taylor
John Wayne Commemorative Plates
Combo Poker and Bumper Pool Barrel Table
Shadow Box Book Shelf
Oak Claw and Ball Lamp Table
Boyd Perry Western Pewter Figurines and
Shadow Box
Fools Gold
Old Model Cars
King Ranch Knife and Pencil Set
Peace Pipes
Ceramic Horse and Indian Figurines
Large Ornate Curved Glass Lighted Cabinet
High Back Walnut Bed
Desk Lamp
J Cooney and Co Stone Liquor Jug
Indian Blanket made by the Indian Orphanage
Dresser Lamps
Tony Lama Bicentennial Bell Buckle
Buffalo Nickel Belt Buckle-Limited ChicagoSerial # 335
Steel Belt Buckle
NRA Member Commemorative Belt Buckle
Horse Shoe Belt Buckle-Small
Silver Plated Horse Shoe
Running Strong for American Youth-Billy
Mills-16th Gold Medal Anniversary Belt
Buckle
2 Sterling Silver Belt Buckles
Navajo Indian Rock
US Calvary Holster
Black Leather Whip
Winchester Stock
2 Table Lamps with 2 Shades-1 Red. 1 White
Stained Glass Table Lamp
2 Floor Lamps
Indian Wooden Chest
6 Drawer Cabinet Gun Holder
2 Covered Wagon Night Lights

Set of Louis L'Amour Leather Bound Books
Harold McCracken Books
George Catlin Books
Several Volumes of Playboy Magazine
Civil War Times Illustrated-40 Magazines
Volumes 1-4 of the Horse Soldier by Randy
Steffen
All Kinds of Indian and Horse Figurines
Gun Books for Collectors and Trader's GuideThe Act of American Arms
Guns of the World
Browning Books
Treasury of Modern Small Arms
Winchester Books by KO Kirkland
400 John Deere 60 Inch Mower
Work Bench
Wilton Vise
Air Tank
Flower Pots
Trunks
Scalloped Pine Table
Walnut End Table
Roll Top Desk
Poplar Desk Chair
Jelly Cabinet
Horse Blanket
Glass Display Case
Bicycle
Sewing Machine Top
Small Display CaseShop Smith
Electric Motors
Saddle Racks
24 Inch Aluminum Ladder
Lantern
And Lots LOTS more

Chuck Wagon
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436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gullet-,
junk & tree work

Acreage

2 3 acres Ion sale Nice
Old
lot
building
in
Road
Hickory
Asking
Kirksey
$15.000
270-293-9904

46R. 2BA. attached 2
CG. fireplace, jacuzzi,
large closetsirooms, on
secluded 5 6 acres 1
miles south of Murray
REDUCED' 293-7697

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SRC; Real Property
ProfessionaLs
293-7872
SALE by Owner- 2211
Brick,
Drive
Carol
1997, 1.5 story. 2670
sqft, 5BR. 2.5BA, 2.5
garage, wood floors,
$185,000.
270-761-3574

Terms: Cash or good personal check. All announcement made the day of the sale take
precedence over all other advertisements. NO BUYER'S PREMIUM!!See website for complete listing of pictures!

490

A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
I do lawn maintenance
& hauling. For more
into call 270-227-3309

11M111111==

ALL GREEN LAWN
CARE Local, reliable
and affordable Free
estimates
270-293-7220
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
Pa% ing. Seek-eating
& Hauling
TONY TRAVIS

270-293-4256
PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
est-kapdNaolect

Used Cars

ARASAall
Auction
4o*
450 Anderson Rd. Dresden, TN 38225 •(731)364-3504 •(731) 588-4477 • www.marshallandersonauction.com
Firm Lic. No. 4611 Lic. No. 1409

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance
hollandmotorsales com
270-753-4461

Tractor 8 Dozer Work
Dirt work, Hauling,
Bush hogging. Top soil.
Garden tilling,
Driveways, White rock.
Mulching. etc
270-227-0906

REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY AUCTION

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, May 11th 2013 @ 10:00 AM

Thursday, May 16th 2013 @ 7:00 PM

Saturday May 11th 2013 10:00 A.M.
1629 West Olive Street Murray, Ky 42071
Mrs. Clara Darnell Property

331 Deerpath Trail, Murray, KY 42071

Poor Farm Rd. & Opportunity Drive, Murray, KY 42071
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ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION
From Murray, KY: Take N. 12 Street/US 641 Meth Then Turn
I eh On Poor Far,/, Rd Proceed To Farm Signs Posted!
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tor t„->nrith('WEilte
From Murray, KT: Take Hwy 80 Edst 6 1 Miles Thee lien Hight 0: kl 9414/41 ;,,,,.. . •
ny 94 last inlknv Hwy 441 55 Wes Then Turn 9,0!On Hwy 497 tanedster Re '
,
Continue 1 2 Miles Theo Tom Lett Or Deeruath Tew ,'', re! 7. .1 ,,o- •• ,.- Signs Posted'

2 HOMES & 24'X40' METAL SHOP
ON 6 LOTS IN ANDERSON SHORES!

Nice 3 bedroom, 1 bath, bnck home, with kitchen, dining room, den, utility
room, with small outbuilding close to the MSU campus. Any house built
pnor to 1978 could contain lead base paint and a 10 day post inspection
waiver will be part of the contract. Terms of real estate 10% down day of
auction with balance in 30 days.
REAL ESTATE WILL BE OFFERED AT 11:00.
Desk and chair, washer and dryer. ref ngerator, Sony TV. dresser, odd
bed, wash stand. Singer treadle sewing machine, flat and round top trunks,
odd chairs, straight chairs, breakfast set, stereo with stand, exercise bike,
fans, 1941 MSU Shield, Hull vase, blue vases. tnnkets, deer powder dish.
dishes, glasses, stone bowls, misc, hen on nest, cast iron skillet, corn
bread stick, pots and pans, fruit jars, figunnes, old books, quilts. linens.
doilies, lamps, old advertisements, milk bottles, much more.
Terms personal property will be full settlement day of auction with
cash and good check with proper 1.0.

KENTUCKY LANE AREA!LOCATED JUST 5 MILES FROM KENLAKE
STATE RESORT PARK!6 MILES TO LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES!
REAL ESTATE: A 1.764 r .'' Sq. Ft. Manufactured Home Featuring 3 Bedrooms,
2 Baths, Living Perini, Family Room, Kitchen. Dining Room. Utility Room,
Partially Finished Sunroom, Deck, 19)(20 Carport. 24)(24 Attached Garage & A
Backup Home Generator • A 1004' 2 Bedroom. 15 Bath Manufactured Home
• 10)(13' Metal Storage Building •24)(40' Metal Shop w:14'x40. Lean To,
Electricity. Concrete Floor, Sliding Door & Half Bath • All Situated On Lots 56.
561 562. 818. 819 & 820 In Anderson Shores A Selling In One Tract.
REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE AT 10:00 MA! AUCTION HELD ON SITE!
Selling After The Real Estate: Tractors • Backhoe• 2002 Suzuki
Motorcycle • Ford Dump Truck • Gooseneck Trailer • Boats•500 Ga!lor,
Propane Tank • Rotary Cutters• Grader Blade•6' Disk • DEK Generator •
Lawn Equipment•Tools • Smith & Wesson Revolver • Rifles• Applianct-, •
Furniture • JD Advertising Items • Quilts • Personal Property
VISIT HARRISAIICIIONS (:OM FOR COMPI FEE DE TAUS AND PHOTOS.
REAL ESTATE TERIAS: 15% Down Day 01 Sate Balance In 31) Days a sl-.,, Filer n Pi .
Added To The real BO A Included in The C.orrtracr PrIce Male trispeoc,,,- f: hum -(... D3r, '
Selling By Deed PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS Cash or Check acif ot SAN' Wilt Proper rar '
10% Boer s Prermue)Wil Be Added To The Finai Bo & included In The COntra:1 ProCe

i
8

Lunch available

i

Not responsible for accidents
l:

For your auction needs contact:
Darrell Beane KY Rut tioneer/Sales Associate
TN Ructioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 581'). 2 70 435-4420
terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
fluctioneer license # 6684
TIN firm # 5816. 270-767-9223
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GREAT DEVELOPMENT/INDUSTRIAL GROUND!HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE
TILLABLE FARMLAND!4,000+ FT TOTAL ROAD FRONTAGE ON POOR
FARM RD. & OPPORTUNITY DRIVE! EXCELLENT LOCATION JUST OFF
HWY. 80 & HWY. 641! CITY WATER & NATURAL GAS AVAILABLE'
REAL ESTATE TRACTS: Tract 1* 1 282 Acres Tract 2* 1
Acres Tract 3* 1 298 Acres Tract 4* 1.295 Acres Tract 5*
7.937 Acres Tract 6* 8.011 Acres Tract 7* 8.065 Acres Tract
8* 8 106 Acres Tract 9* 8.246 Acres Tract 10* 3.890 Acres
REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE AT 7:00 PM!
Auction Held At The Murray Country Club
Located At 2200 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS COM FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AND PHOTOS,
REAL ESTATE TERMS 1 YY, Down Day of Sale Balance Due Within 30 Diw,
Make Your Inspections PIK)! To Day Of Sale A 10% Buyer's Premium Will' Be
Added To Final Elic1 And Included In The Contract Price

HARRis _YOU!
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iFii5 St RI 46 North • Mayfield KY 42066
1628 Con Mill A" • Hoykinsiiile KY 42240
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...I 11111 800-380-4318
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ACRES
IN .10 Imams & COMBINATIONS!

%

11-111iN

MICHAEL HARRIS Broker. Aucttonee, • TI a4537
KENNETH HARRIS BtnIterIAttchOneet • IL RS671
BEN BOLINGER Realtor,Auchoneet

270-247-3253 ''''''wilm:risimk ir

Y!' It Ile

,,... .
.1855
I St 81 15 North • Plthiteld KT 42066
2628 Col Mill Ad • lioglonsirille KY 42240
.1 inn 800-380-4318

WANT TO TAND OUT?

A 2x2 classified display ad is only $300 for a whole month in the
Murray Ledger and Times and in the Shopping Guide!
Looking for
something in
particular?
Try running a

"Want to Buy"
with us today!

r
LESS THAN

$10
4., PER ISSUE!

GET NOTICED
TODAY!
Call Natasha Hutson
or Chelsea Crass at
(270) 753-1916.

Get an ad this
size for one
month for only
$300!
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Lawn & Garden

700 North 4th Street • Murray. Kentucky
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Zoned Industrial- 41,000. sq.ft. Building • Loading Docks • Fronts 2 Roads
Drive- In Access • Sprinkled • Busy Calloway County

270-779-0998
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SELLING GREAT INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY!!
4000100.11 Pk lyres a www.peascUeenea•tom
SELLING SEPARATELY EQUIPMENT INCLUDING. Heavy Duty MetalPollel Sheivmq • Lou of *wet Shelsof•i
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LAWN Mowing
Free Estiniates
Colby 270 227 902/

MEMORIAL DAY TRIBUTE
The Murray Ledger & Times is honoring
soldiers past and present with a salute to
our local military personnel.

MAUS
Our Reputation is on the house"
Ben Mathis, Owner
Residential • Licensed and Insured
Call us for a tree inspection today!

28 Years
)enence

'Daytime Phone -

601 Vine St.
near hospital

Thurs & Fri
8AM-1PM

Everything!

(270) 227-1i12

a SEAL ESTATE. ULC

'Number of Years Served:

270-293-9170

I.

ork, Hauling,
Rging. Top soil.
den tilling,
ys. White rock
ching. etc

t

RR tl

P.O. Box 1040 •
Murray. KY 42071

LE pc R &ill m Es

'11„I
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee.

-227-0906

TION

)0 PM
KY 42071

m R013 GR WIATES, 1 CIASS ACT
Let your graduate know how proud you
are of their achievements by placing your
graduation line to be published in our
Graduation Tab on May 14, 2013.

753-1816 M7-061

Greg Mansfield

VI? filM

Deadline for

n J

letters is

V

May 9th

Julie,

Cost is 88

Lore,
Mom& Dad

iT ON POOR
N JUST OFF
fAILABLE!
t2* 1,298
ract 5*
cres Tract

90 Acres

per message.
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Industrial/Commercial/Residential
James C. Gallimore

LEDGER& TIMES
CLASSIFIED DEPARTMENT
753-1916
Ar 40
4111
7

*Asphalt Installation

*Seal coating &

(270)759-0501
MICKEY WILSON

'tddillI)01
.

CLEAN CUT

FUTRELL'S

n the

LAWN CARE

TREE SERVICE

Free t-stimati•s.
kus in .it

•Trimming
•Removal

270-293-4020

*Stump Grinding

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
kentUCKIllake
reftvxwirtg.imn
270-873-9916

his
Spring Time Special

%

Commercial
Deck Washing &
Staining
Free Estimates
(270)435-0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

*MTh

*hour
I

i 'Mork
& Inmired

*Insured

demon Landscapes etc.
glee nsensent
fillownso 4losinwinal
NIEdgeng •Coninnemise
likachino *mend
sloruning •Ueeneed

(270) 489-2839

(279~91

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING

Let us help

Visit us at:

EX(AVATION

you *pread

www murrayiedger.com

TRUCKING

MI Vow Sods Nun
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
$Orld, & Mulch
WO)2914606

DSW CUSTOM
PAINTING

nly

*man Lawn
nc and
LandcspJng

*Firewood

r?

WWWGE CILC NFl

(270) 759-0890

iffes,/•s\
McCUISTON

DEVELOPMENT

ill W1141111111
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Striping
40 yrs. experience

•Kih hf

msville KY 41240

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

OW

aytteld KY 42066

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

School logo

an 30 Pays.
lion-i Will' Be
Markrttaq
Alit honer.,S'

?

We Offer:
• All Size Units
• 2417 Surveillance
• Electricity
• We now have
80 Climate Control Units

(2701 293-8480

words.

'II RR 11

0 PM!
lub
Pt 42071
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No more
than 20
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Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service

at 5 p.m.

Best of luck in
your.firture,
We are very proud qf you!
•
-

Kids clothes, toys.
king bed, furniture,
women and junior
clothes, household
items.

YARD/ESTATE
SALE

MOVING SALE

7 Christian Ln.
Hazel/New Providence

1146
Stevens Rd.

YARD SALE
2003 Azalea Ct.
off of Doran Rd.

Friday
7AM-2PM
Saturday
7AM-12PM

Fri & Sat
8AM-4PM

Rain or Shine
Antiques. antique
furniture, household
kitchen items

Furniture, household items, antiques,
holiday decorations
& misc.

Branch of Service:

'Rank -

k's Hand nailed

& Dozer Work

Thurs. Fri. & Sat.
7AM-12PM

Fri & Sat
7AM-12PM

URRAY
NIICONSTRUCTION

'Service Member's Name-

4 8 3

•••

1917

0-2,:00 Sq. Ft. $20.011
2,00-6,0)11 Sq. Ft S 10.00
0,1010-12,000 $1i.011
I 2,000-18,0110 sg. ft. $40.011
18,0m-10,000 Sq. Ft.( all for Quote

lAddress.

1 9 3-4 8 5 2 7 6
5 7 2 9 6 1

Norsworthy Rd.

No(ontrar t',--Fret Estimates

trS Air Forte
Nov. 14, 1951-Dec. 17. 1954

4 2

8 4 63 2 7 5 1 9

Don t be tooled by imitators

Weekly-Bi Weekly-One time Sersite

Airman First (lass

3 8 5 7 9 6 1

227-4646 436-3080
SIMPLY MOWING

Rob Roy Erwin

5 8 9 3 7

7 1 9 2 4 3 6 5 8

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

Kirksey

You can participate by sending a photo
of your active-duty or veteran family
member for inclusion in our military
salute to he displayed Saturday. May
25ift. For only $10.00 per photo.
tone person per photo)
Submissions must be received by
Wednesday, May 22 at 5 p.m.

2 5 1 8 3 9 7 6 4
"1
6 2 4

GARAGE SALE

(uffing-WeedEating--Blowing

'SCOTT
,OFING

9 6 8 5 7 4 3 2 1

Garage 6
Yard Sale
DIRECTORY

ROOFING
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For More Information Con toe) Phillip Traylor at 931-320-4150 or Frank Miller at 933-627-1289.
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Answer to previous puzzle
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1 3 2
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4
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•Bobc al Work

;Your Name:

70-873-7700
?70-227-1106
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• weekly & special pickups
• locally owneci/operaled
759-1151.293-2783
293-2784

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured

Protecting your house
like it is our house!

(270)226-5444

DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
Reasonable Rates
Quality Service
270-293-8192

the word Classifieds

YARD SALE

work!

1500
CoachEstates
Fri. & Sat.
7 AM - 12 PM

GARLAND
RENTAL
"If you've got it, we can store it"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N 12th St
Lights Electricity. and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Call
75$4916

NI \\ \(.1 \ti \

Replacement and Repair

to place
your ad
TODAY

kids clothes &
toys. board
games. maternity
clothes, dishes &
household items,

•Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

J M Lawn Service
Free Estimates
Satisfaction Guarantee
Call 270-994-1045

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May 10, 2013:
This year you often will steal the limelight, even unintentionally at
times You will continue to grow if you express the caring and stabil-

ity that your sign is known for If you are single, you will meet plenty
of potential suitors, especially after June Consider what type of relationship you want before deciding whom to date If you are attached.
your interactions will be enjoyable, as long as you allow your significant other to play an equal role in the relationship GEMINI could
help you make and spend money
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic. 4Positive, 3-Average, 2-So-so. 1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** You finally find the time to relax. Make some calls, and touch

base with someone you want to thank, this person has gone out of
his or her way to help you Schedule a lengthy lunch or leave work
early Make time for fun and adventure.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You might want to show more compassion for someone who
is always there for you. You could discover that the role you need to
take is more laid-back than you thought. Move forward with a project in the morning, when you expect a more complete response.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** The day gets better as the afternoon appears. You sense a
difference. How you use the good vibes and energy is your choice.
You might find that others see a situation differently from how you
see it Make this distinction a positive one.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Use the morning to push a project forward, make some calls
or reach out to someone at a distance. Communication flourishes.
and later in the day someone will share a secret with you. You'll glow
with the knowledge of this hush-hush gossip.
LEO !July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Handle all your important responsibilities first thing in the
morning. By afternoon, you could free yourself up. You will want to
make time for a child or loved one who needs your time and attention This person absolutely adores being with you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*** You might want to do more research before you take action.
You can act with confidence after you check out some details. In the
evening, you'll seem nearly unstoppable. Be sure to let someone
know how much you appreciate his or her efforts.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** A partner gives you his or her opinion and verdict. You have
tried to talk this person out of this decision, but that effort obviously
has not worked Detach, and you'll be able to understand more of
where he or she is coming from
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could be somewhat withdrawn, concerned with a problem Understand what needs to happen to make a situation work
Others definitely dominate. You will need to walk in their shoes in
order to grasp where they are coming from
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Focus on completion. Plan on networking, and know that it
could transform into a party Make sure that you are comfortable with
the situation. You are likely to meet someone new. Take your time
getting to know this person
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to make a difference where it counts. Start
by spending more quality time with a loved one By sharing more of
yourself, this person will feel more secure; he or she could learn
from your strengths.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You could be behind on a project Try to complete it. especially as your creativity will surge in the afternoon Make a note of
what might seem like wild ideas, but keep your focus on the end
result
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Be sure to make calls and schedule any important dealings
with others in the morning. You will feel more than ready for the
weekend by afternoon. Though you typically put 100 percent into
any effort, the morning proves easier and more effective.
BORN TODAY

Actress Victoria Rowell (1959), voice actor Gary Owens (1936),
singer/songwnter Dave Mason (1946)
•••
Jacqueline Bislar is on the Internet at www.iacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Ti. years ese
Emily Appertain and
Kellye Steele was the inner of
SI.OWilko
the Murray Ledger.% Relay kit
The Murray Middle School
Life Raffle Steele accepted J Band earned a >AA CCPM:Ake s
pottery piece lions business mot
jssard at the 46th cumual West
ager Rita Boggess
lennessee Strawberry 1-esto al at
The Murray Woman's Club Humboldt. leon
Creative Arts Department toured
Early years ago
the Murray An Guild Hostesses
The annual L'allowa) County
were Peggy Shoemaker, Lillian 4-H Club Dress Revue was held
School
Robertson and Norma Paschall
at
the
University
Peggy
Ray
and
Carley
Auditorium. Stacy Adams was
Williams'AM among the top fin- the narrator. Jena Lee Hoke, Kim
ishers in the girls' 1010-meter run Starks. Kathy 10 Black, Treasa
at the West of the Lakes Gail Garland. Deborah Tucker.
Invitational track meet
Dianne Harrison and Janet Usrey
Kagan Walker was pictured had garments selected to advance
playing tuba at a Murray Middle to the state conipetition.
Nanny.
School jazz hand rehearsal, held
Lester
Postmaster
in preparation for the fifth annual issued thanks to the community.
for its participation in Postal
latt in the Park event.
Week activities, with a special
Twenty years ago
Calloway County High School thanks to Brown Tucker for dissenior class officers included
playing his stamp collection.
Russell Gene McCutcheon.son
Kelly Gupton. Amy Varner. Mac
Dunn, Jennifer Pardue and Amy. of Mr. and Mrs. R. Gene
McCutcheon. was honored on his
Scott.
Gary Haverstock. local attor- first birthday. May I ,with a party
ney, presented a program on "The at his home. Guests included
Legal Needs of the 90s Woman" Kelly Lyles. Brett Pasternak,
at the April meeting of the Johnny Pasco. Scottie Rice,
Murray Woman's Club Sigma Mickey Hill and Rachel Smith.
Department. Hostesses were
Fifty years ago
Charles Tutt, son of Mr. and
Anne Wells, Sherry Edwards.
Leah Hart. Kathie Pierce. Sizue Mrs. Buell Tun. was awarded a
research assistantship at Ohio
Theike and Karen Hicks.
New
Concord State University.
The
The Rev. Ralph McConnell,
Homemakers club held its April
meeting at the home of Barbara former pastor of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church. was named
French. Hazel Matthai presented
superintendent of the Glen Dale
a lesson on dried flowers.
Joe B. Lawrence, supply tech- Baptist Children's Home.
Sixty years ago
nician for the Murray State
Rachel Rowland. home demonROTC program, was presented a
certificate of ,appreciation for stration agent, taught a lesson on
high-quality job performance by textile painting for the leaders of
Calloway
County
LTC William T. Holden Jr.. pro- the
Homemakers Club.
fessor of military science.
New officers of the Murray
Thirty years ago
Wege Rushing, daughter of Mr. High School PTA included Mrs.
and Mrs. Tom Rushing_ was Thomas Crider. Mrs. G.T. Lilly,
crowned as Murray High School Mrs. Gail Cordrey and Mrs.
Prom Queen. Her attendants Buford Hurt.
were Staci Gray. Kim Wilham,

Comics FEATURES
Cellphone snoop suspects
friend of having an affair
DEAR ABM: I ruse a !fiend
ho I believe Is has Mg An 411.111
t
I Oncitle Ident
sit'SS td ii uisistaniial es elklik.0
•th
hour• hits 1.•
As 1 odd IA tH
,it my siel
sel aside at night
J.!)
In
And e rding tpic•iion• dhow tecis
I iii ItInAle•
I ILO,C
Ide.1 1141% ii
Approach holt.
,4 if I eSch
,hould
ouIdn't
know how to
begin the con
sersation w oh
him because I
have no solid
proof.
always considered him to
By Abigail
be a decent
Van Buren
Indic idual.
bui in the hack of my mind now
I'm thinking. "tic's cheating on
his wife!" What makes me uneasy.
is that it's all based on my. hunch_
I'm usually pretty .good with my.
hunches. though.
Any words of wisdom would
be welcome. -- NICK
DEAR NICK: What are you
doing going through your friend's
cellphone day planner and reading his texts? He doesn't have to
account to you for his time. For
all you know the man may be in
a 12-step program or a therapy
group. If he wanted you to know
what he's doing. he would tell
you. Right now the "friendliest"
thing you can do is mind your
own business.

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: I have worked
at my job almost 10 years. Most
of the owners are nice, and the
staff is great. I like my job most
days.
I had a really had week recently. The week ended with a reilly angry text from my boss. He
was right. I was in the wrong.
and I apologized. He sent me anoth-

er test, still angry. and my whole
weekend was Milled by it I Lem
thinking how mad he was and
how in a te V. days. I'd Man my
week in the doghouse
I can't figure out how not to
take work home with me Also.
I can't help but think he was
wrong using a test as a means
of discussing the Issue I don't
want to make him angrier How
do I confront this issue -- STILL
UPSET
DEAR STILL UPSET: It
would have been much better management II your boss had talked
with you face to lace about what
was wrong with your performance. louggest that you have a
private chat with him and say
that if he has a bone to pick with
you. you would prefer to hear it
from his laps rather than have it
communicated in a test, which
was hurtful
•••••

DEAR ABBY: After my best
friend of more than 20 years. I'll
call him Tim. told me his wife
had cheated on him. I confessed
that I am in love with him. His
response
floored
me. Tim
announced that he has been in
love with me all this time and
can imagine growing old with
only me.
A friend told me I'm committing adultery with Tim because
he is now in the process of leaving his cheating wife for me. Am
1? We haven't been intimate, nor
do we plan to sleep with each
other until the divorce is final.
I have loved Tim far longer
than she has been in the picture.
and I feel this is a chance for
happiness that fate has offered us
and we are meant -to grow old
together. Are we wrong to pursue a relationship? -- CONFLICTED
DEAR CONFLICTED: I don't
know what your "friend's" definition of adultery is, but according
to Webster's dictionary, you're not
committing it.

•
(.)\

Hypothyroidism is simple to
diagnose and treat
DEAR DOCTOR K: My dot
tur thinks I may base hypothy nudism How will he male the
diagnosis
DEAR READER: Itypothy
roidism is the medical terns for
an undeiactise thyroid Some conditions ate hard to diagnose. hut
fortunately hypothyroidism is not
OfW of them
Your thyroid Is a small
gland in your
that
neck
makes the thyhorroid
mones. calkd
13 and T4.
horThese
mones leave
the gland and
travel in the
blood to every'
By
cell in your
Dr. Anthony
body. Thyroid
Kornaroff
h o r nm n e s
influence the rate at which every
cell, tissue and organ in your
body functions.
Hypothyroidism occurs when
your thyroid gland doesn't produce enough thyroid hormones.
Your body slows down, creating
symptoms such as fatigue. depression, weight gain, feeling cold for
no good reason, constipation and
dry skin.
Your thyroid gland is controlled by another gland: the pituitary gland, which is in the brain.
It sends a chemical message to
your thyroid. telling it how much
hormone to make. The chemical
message is called thyroid-stimulating hormone ITSH).
Your brain is constantly sensing whether there is an adequate
level of thyroid hormones circulating in your blood. If not, the
pituitary makes more TSH. Higher levels of TSH prompt the thyroid to produce more thyroid hormones. Low TSH levels signal
the thyroid to slow down production.
To diagnose hypothyroidism.
your doctor will perform a phys-

Dr. Komaroff

'cal examination and some blood
tests
- Physical es.uiI our doctor
IAill assess the size of your thy
rood by feeling around your neck
lk or she will check for physical signs of hypothyroidism. such
as cailirsC hair of half loss, dry
or yellowish skin, and pale or
puffy appearance Your weight.
cholesterol levels and blood pressure Will Also be checked
TSH test This test is the
best way to determine if you have
thyroid disease. (I've put a lid*
showing the normal. low and high
values for the TSH and other thyroid blood tests on my website.
AskDoctorK corn.) If your TSH
level is high. you are hypothymid. If TSH levels are below normal. you are hyperthyroid: Your
thyroid gland is making too much
thyroid hormone i There are exceptions to this, but they are infrequent.)
-- T4 and T3 tests. Once secreted by the thyroid. only a small
amount of T4 is "free" and available for immediate use. In hypothyroidism. there's not enough free
14 in the blood. There's also not
enough 13 in the blood.
• Together. the TSH,free T4 and
T3 tests can establish a diagnosis. They can also indicate how
severe your problem is.
Fortunately, treating hypothyroidism is easy. You take thyroid
hormone in pill form, to replace
the hormone your thyroid gland
is not making enough of. The
same thyroid blood tests used to
diagnose hypothyroidism also are
used to determine if you're taking the right dose of thyroid medicines. These tests are repeated
regularly. since a person's dose
can change over time.
Diagnosing hypothyroidism has
become much simpler and more
precise since I went to medical
school.
(To send questions, go to
AskDoctorK.com. or write: Ask
Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St., Second Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Heloise

Today In History
By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. May 9. the
129th day of 2013. There are 236
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 9. 1754. a political
cartoon in Benjamin Franklin's
Pennsylvania Gazette depicted a
snake cut into eight pieces, each
section representing a pan of the
American colonies: the caption
read. "JOIN, or DIE."
On this date:
/In 1712, the Carolina Colony
was officially divided into two
entities: North Carolina and South

Murray Ledger & Times

Carolina.
1945, U.S. officials
In
announced that a midnight enrertainment curfew was being lifted
immediately.
In 1951. the U.S. conducted
its first thermonuclear experiment
as part of Operation Greenhouse
by detonating a 225-kiloton device
on Enewetak Atoll in the Pacific
nicknamed "George."
In 1958. "Vertigo." Alfred
Hitchcock's eerie thriller starring
James Stewart and Kim Novak,premiered in San Francisco. the
movie's setting.

YOU12- ClA11.91zEN WERE
BEIQT1FULLY gEl-kAgE0
ToNiCz!At

In 1961. in a speech to the
National Association of Broadcasters, Federal Communications
Commission Chairman Newton N.
Minow decried the majority of
television programming as a "vast
wasteland."
In 1962. scientists at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
succeeded in reflecting a laser beam
off the surface of. the moon.
In 1974. the House Judiciary'
Committee opened public hearings on 'whether to recommend
the impeachment of President
Richard Nixon.
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YEAH RICO:

Et I__ CIIV CI I E
AREN'T YOU GONG TO HELP)
YOUR MOTHER WITV4
OINNF-R?

CANT, I'M TRYING TO FOLLOW
------ IN HER FOOTSTEPS

PLUG OUT
FOR
SAVINGS
Dear
Heloise: The
of
Times
Northwest
Indiana carries your column,and I am
faithful
a
reader.
You recommended UNPLUGGING APPLIANCES when leaving home for some time. Besides
the chance of fire, there is another reason appliances, phone chargers. etc. — anything electrical that
is not being used — should be
unplugged.
When plugged in and not being
used, they are pulling electricity.
which we are paying for. It can
be expensive over time. I hope
you can pass this on to your readers. — Judith C. in Indiana
Judith. how right you are. and
Tin happy to pass along this info.
These energy vampires do use
"standby power- simply by being
plugged in! You can tell which prodLICiN are using "standby power"
if they have a digital display (such
as a clock, a DVD player or a
coffee maker), or use external
power supplies, a remote control
or even a battery charger.
To save energy, unplug the

by
Heloise

products that .voil rarely use, and
use a power strip to turn off multiple energy users with one button. When possible, buy qualified
ENERGY STAR products (products that the US. Environmental
Protection Agency deems energy
efficient) that consume the least
power while plugged in. — Heloise
NO MISS
Dear Heloise: We recycle
everything we can, so we use very
small trash bags. The bags I use
are white. I have learned from
previous experience that a white
trash bag, plus white snow, plus
a trash collector in a hurry equals
a trash bag left behind.
I now fasten a brightly colored balloon to my trash bag. No
more trash bags left behind!
On a humorous note: Once a
year. I fasten my husband's slightly saggy Valentine balloon to the
trash bag, so the trash collector
gets an annual "I love you.- —
Linda M. in Michigan
ABSORBENT TOWELS
Dear Heloise: I found this out
by accident. I forgot to put a fabric-softener sheet in the dryer with
a load of dish and bath towels.
The next time I used one of the
bath towels, I was surprised at
how much more absorbent it was.
I found that this also was true
with the dish towels. Now, I never
put fabric softener in with the

towels. — Betty H. in Ohio
Betty, yore just discovered a
hint that we have shared for years.
ItS not your imagination that the
towels are more absorbent. Fabric softener — liquid or sheets
— can make towels (bath and
kitchen) absorb less water, especially if overused! Test for yourself: Don't use fabric softener with
one batch of towels, then see
which ones absorb better! —
Heloise
PS.: You are proof that the
best hints are discovered by accident.'
CLOTH BAG
Dear Heloise: My husband
bought new sheets for our bed,
and they came in a cloth bag
made of the same fabric as the
sheets. The bag was so nice that
I didn't want to throw it out. I
have discovered that the bag makes
a great travel bag for storing items
(brushes. etc.) in a suitcase. —
G.D. in Texas
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Crosswords

see:

L
IJS-T I 1\1(F)

S1VDE

DRAMS

I KNOW
I SHOULDN'T
TEXT WHILE
I DRIVE...

BUT ITS ALSO DISTRACTING WHEN
YOU TEXT WHILE IM DRIVING!

WHAT ARE YOU \ E MY LAST
WILL AND
TYPING THAT'S
TESTAMENT.
50 IMPORTANT,
ANYWAY?

G A Ft Fl EL_CO(F-4)

ACROSS
1
5
11
12
13
14
15
17
18
22
24
25
26
27
30
32
33
34
38
41
42
43
44
45

Lateral, e.g.
Holiday event
Pining
Doomed flier
Dessert fruit
Acropolis setting
Requested
Words with pickle, stew or jam
Coarse files
Possessed
Try for a basket
Really enjoy
Ring legend
Practical
Magic Johnson, once
Not as green, maybe
Paris pal
Confounded
.Dream up
Like an eyesore
Lone Star State city
Trick
Sense
Went 80

TOOA
Nice fellow
Different
Colored
Scoundrel
Wish undone
Superlative suffix

35
36
37
38
39
40

CASTOR
VETO
AVOW
ASHORE
LION
BLAMED
ELK
VIED
BAD
CAINE
FLORA
PROXY
HOLE
LOVE
IDEAL
PEKES
I SAACIIII
PER
CZAR
ilOFF
OVAL
AFLOAT
FETA
PIERRE
TREK
TRENDS
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HERE I AM IN
itY SOPSIITH CAMEL
LOOKIN6 FOR..

.THE REP
BARON!

50 LONG, OC PAL I'M
601N6 TO MI65 you

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
19
20
21
22
23
28
29
30
31

One of a bear trio
Great serves
Reorganizing
Placid
Singer Edith
Cast makeup
Enthusiastic
Verb for you
Brownish gray
Twisty turn
June honoree
Absorbing
Warsaw native
Commotion
Sneaker problem
Hotspot offering
Peaceful
Steamy
Fall behind
Affairs
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Friday
chance
derstorrr
Southwe
Friday
showers
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